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CHAPTER 1
UNDERSTANDING
DIGITAL MARKETING

Learning Objectives
1.1 The digital marketing environment
Understand business markets, the characteristics of digital marketing
and the trends affecting digital marketing.
1.2 Marketing objectives and organisational goals
Understand marketing objectives and how they help an organisation to
achieve their goals.
1.3 Analysing the digital marketing environment
Understand how organisations analyse factors affecting their digital
marketing strategies and why it is important for them to do so.
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The digital marketing environment

A market is any place where a seller and buyer can ‘meet’ and interact to demand or supply goods and services.
This interaction often takes the form of a financial transaction but can be done for anything considered of value
to the other party (for example, the exchange of services between two companies). The market can exist in a
physical place, such as a shop, or in a virtual place such as an online retailer’s website.

Market types
The two main market types we will consider are Business-to-Consumer (B2C) markets and Business-toBusiness (B2B) markets.
B2C markets are when any goods or services are marketed directly to individual customers or end-users.
This is often referred to as a retail market and can be for goods and services as diverse as toothpaste to
holiday breaks. Traditionally held in more physical settings such as shops in the high street, B2C markets have
increasingly used the Internet and associated technologies to reach customers. Marketing in a B2C market is
often typified with gaining an emotional response from the consumer or the feeling that some need or want is
being personally satisfied.
B2B markets in contrast are the exchange of goods and services between companies or commercial
organisations. The transactions themselves are usually conducted in more professional settings with legal teams
from both parties present. More rigorous contracts are drawn up between the parties involved and goods and
services can range from the selling of raw materials to the provision of financial or legal services. Marketing
in a B2B market is often typified by providing information about goods or services regarding some possible
benefit to the company such as cost reduction or an increase in productive capacity. Greater objective analysis
of the goods or services is then done by the buying organisation before a transaction is agreed.

Market reach
Market reach refers to the number of customers that are targeted by marketing and the level of precision or
detail with which they are selected.
Mass marketing
Mass marketing is when marketing doesn’t differentiate or segment customers at all but tries to target as many
customers as possible with a single marketing campaign, strategy or message. This became very popular with
marketers in the past when consumers were reliant upon mass communication channels such as television, radio
and national newspapers for information about goods and services. The benefits to the marketing organisation of
this approach is that a large number of customers are targeted and so even if the proportion of buying customers
is low, there will still generally be strong sales. This form of marketing was less expensive to organisations as
a single campaign or message could be used over and over again with little modification or change. Although
there are some exceptions, mass marketed products tend to be mass produced. Such campaigns in the past have
included fizzy drinks, cars and even furniture.
Niche marketing
In contrast to the high volume, low differentiation model of mass marketing, niche marketing focuses a highly
specific or tailored marketing campaign to a much smaller segment of customers. The rationale behind this
model is that if the satisfaction of customers’ needs are being paid much more close attention to, then they
are more likely to purchase the good or service being marketed. This could include the marketing of package
holidays to the over-50s or the selling of ready meals to vegan customers.
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Previously, many communication channels available to marketers have not been able to target specific
groups of customers but modern technology has blurred the lines between these two types of market reach, as
shown in Case Study 1.1.
The market reach is not always dependent upon the market type, and the figure below shows some examples
of goods and services that are marketed in both types of market using different market reach techniques.

Mass marketing

Niche marketing

B2B

Building supplies –
industry/trade
publications

Precision medical
instruments – direct
email, conventions

B2C

Automobile industry –
television advertising,
sponsorships

Vegan ready meals –
speciality magazines
and websites

Figure 1.1 Different market reach techniques used by different market types

The characteristics of digital marketing
Put simply, digital marketing is the use of digital platforms and technologies to market goods and services.
Since much of marketing consists of communication in one form or another, most of these platforms make
use of the Internet and associated web-based technologies. One of the most significant consequences of this
is that the tools now at the marketer’s disposal use cloud-based technology meaning that resources, data,
software and services can all be quickly accessed, shared and configured with minimal management effort or
involvement. As many of these platforms are open-source and readily accessible, it makes the development
of applications and software relatively easy which has increased their availability and lowered their cost
significantly. Although many organisations will still invest in bespoke marketing and account management
software a marketer can now make use of free resources to effectively segment, target and reach an audience.
This technology has also allowed the automation of many activities that would previously have required
an individual’s time and attention to execute. For example, software can be used to trigger emails and social
media posts, algorithms can be employed to personalise advertising, dynamic content can be added to websites
based on user profiles and purchasing data can be gathered to refine and further target the marketing efforts of
organisations. All of these aspects have driven down the time and cost of marketing.
Figure 1.2 below gives an overview of some of the important characteristics of digital marketing.
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Takes place
in real-time

Inexpensive

Fast-paced

Digital
marketing

Geographically
independent

Automation
of processes

Figure 1.2 Some of the important characteristics of digital marketing

Trends in digital marketing
The changes and characteristics of digital technologies that have affected marketing have not just impacted
the organisations trying to sell goods and services. A number of important trends and developments have
led to the growth and adoption of digital technologies by consumers and the market in general. This has
increased the necessity of effective digital marketing strategies for companies around the world. These trends
are summarised in the table below along with some examples of their impact.
Trends

Impact

SOCIAL FACTORS

Age demographic – The younger generation is completely accepting of
new technology that their parents were first adopters of.
Wealth and income – The growing average income in developing countries
has led to an increased affordability of technology.

GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT OF
TECHNOLOGY

Lowering costs – An increase in technology has led to a reduction in costs
and wider adoption.
Technology-enabled services – Such as banking, shopping and other
services are now accessible online.

ACCESS AND USAGE OF
THE INTERNET

Number of users – An increase in use of the Internet across all
demographics.
Demand for information – Increased access to information has enabled
consumers to research and review products and services.

USE OF MOBILE
DEVICES AND
APPLICATIONS

Mobile devices – An increased adoption of smartphones, smartwatches,
tablets and portable laptops with internet connections.
Internet-enabled devices – Gaming devices and smart TVs, for example, are
now connected.

Understanding digital marketing
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Examination Tip
You should be able to understand different market types and reach for businesses, and the
main characteristics and trends of digital marketing, as highlighted in this chapter. Try to think
of some B2B and B2C companies and how they might be affected differently by the trends and
characteristics of digital marketing. Also, consider to what extent they would use mass marketing
as opposed to niche marketing and how this might change (Case Study 1.1 can help guide you
here). This is especially useful in the extended answer questions in the exam.

Case Study 1.1

Mass-marketing or niche marketing?
(Amazon)

The growth and development of digital technologies has allowed large and small organisations alike
to target a far greater range of people and give ever more targeted marketing communications.
This is perhaps best demonstrated by Amazon, the world’s largest internet retailer by revenue
which was founded in 1994 as an online bookstore by Jeff Bezos. Amazon’s market reach is truly
global with separate retail websites set up in more than 15 countries across the world.
Each customer who makes a purchase from Amazon must set up a user account, first giving a
few personal details and contact information. Whenever the customer then makes a purchase of
a specific item this information is recorded by Amazon and used to recommend similar items or
keep the customer informed about special offers for items they have bought or when new items
become available. This can be done by email or shown to the customer each time they log on to
the website. A large audience can be reached but because each user has their own account, the
messages they receive can be tailored to their purchase history. This whole process is automated
by digital technologies to reduce the potential financial and time cost to the company.
Digital marketing allows the marketer to reach a large audience efficiently and cost-effectively,
which are the main benefits of mass-marketing. The term ‘mass-customisation’ is often used
in marketing literature to describe this type of marketing approach and has led some business
leaders to suggest that mass marketing is no longer a valid marketing approach in the modern
world.

1.2

Marketing objectives and organisational goals

Few marketers will be free to set their own objectives completely. Organisational goals usually come as
a result of top-level corporate reports and strategic objectives, which form guidelines and instructions and
which are then communicated to the employees of the company. However, marketers should understand how
their marketing objectives, the actions and results expected from their own department’s activities, help an
organisation to achieve its goals.
Organisational goals can be as simple as to improve profit or revenue, or as complex as to implement certain
policies across the organisation. Only some of these will be the responsibility of the marketing department
to try to achieve. Clear marketing objectives will ensure that the department’s function is consistent with
corporate objectives and provide clear focus and guidance to all staff involved in marketing activities.
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Some typical marketing objectives are listed in the table below, along with a brief description of some
organisational goals they could help to achieve. Many of these are inter-related and one marketing objective
may be linked to multiple organisational goals and vice-versa. More than one marketing objective may be
required to achieve a single organisational goal. How these marketing objectives can be achieved will be
looked at in greater detail in Chapters 2 and 3.

Marketing objective

Organisational goal

SALES REVENUE GROWTH

An increase in sales revenue growth, all else being equal, will
mean greater profitability to the organisation and shareholder
return, and a greater market share for the organisation.

BRAND AWARENESS

Increasing the reach of a brand generally means greater sales.
However, increased brand awareness could also improve the
reputation of an organisation or increase customer loyalty.

MARKET ENTRY

Most organisations will want to enter new markets, geographic
or otherwise, when considering business growth. This can help
to achieve international expansion or an increase in market
share in general.

PRODUCT DIFFERENTIATION

This helps to distinguish an organisation’s products from
its competitors. Generally this leads to greater sales and
greater market share especially if customers are from their
competitors.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

This means creating a new or refined product in response to
consumer demand. This may be to generate greater sales or to
provide greater customer service to existing customers.

ATTRACT NEW CUSTOMERS

Attracting new customers can help to increase market share
and help the organisation to achieve greater sales. This could
also help them expand into a new market.

ENCOURAGE DIGITAL
ENGAGEMENT

Digital engagement with customers can lead to reduced costs
to the organisation and improve customer service. It can also
help to give the customers a voice leading to greater customer
loyalty.

INCREASE WEBSITE TRAFFIC

This can lead to a greater number of customers and therefore
greater sales. It can also be used to provide customers with
information and improve customer service.

DEVELOP EXISTING CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIPS

Greater customer engagement can lead to customer loyalty and
ensure that customers are likely to buy products in the future
thus generating greater sales.

Examination Tip
Although you will not be asked to recall specific organisational goals in the exam it is a good idea
to know how marketing objectives can help achieve certain organisational goals as these may be
given as part of the information in the extended answer questions.

Understanding digital marketing
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Analysing the digital marketing environment

Analysis of the internal and external environment should be the starting point of the marketing process for any
good marketer. Without this analysis the marketer cannot be sure that:
•

they are targeting the correct customers

•

they are offering the correct goods or services

•

their competition are already doing the same thing or perhaps doing it better

•

their own organisation is even capable of successfully supporting their marketing activities.

Factors affecting digital marketing strategies
It is worth mentioning that there are a variety of ways to analyse factors that affect marketers. Although the
usual analysis tools of STEEPLE and SWOT are still relevant to the digital marketer in analysing customers,
competition and trends in the internal and external marketing environment, there are additional factors that
should be considered specifically with regards to digital marketing. As such, it is these factors that we will be
focusing on.

Target
market

Time

Budget

Digital
marketing
Technology

Product

In-house
resources

Figure 1.3 Factors affecting digital marketing strategies

Target market
Understanding your target market is always important but with digital marketing there are many more tools
at your disposal to understand the customers you are targeting. Due to the amount of data captured and stored
online, it is possible to easily create a profile of your ideal customer. Such data may include age, gender,
geographic location, race and religion. Remember that in general the more detailed the information, the
narrower your reach, so make sure you choose which aspects are important to you and your target market.
However, with digital technologies it is now much easier to gather this information in the first place and is an
important first step for the digital marketer.
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Budget
Marketers are always subject to budgetary constraints but many organisations will opt for digital marketing
as opposed to the more traditional forms of communication because of the lower costs involved. As a result,
you may find that budgets are reduced and so you should be very careful when putting together your digital
marketing campaign. Due to the characteristics of digital marketing much of it can be done for free but even
on social media, if your ultimate goal is to sell goods or services, then there is usually a charge for using the
platform. Some platforms will also charge per customer so these costs may increase the more successful you
are so make sure to be aware of these costs for your campaign.
Product
The goods or service that an organisation is selling can be split into three parts; the core product, the actual
product and the augmented product. The core product is the benefit that the consumer receives as a result of
their purchase. For example, if a customer buys a car then the core product is their ability to travel from one
place to another. The actual product is the main good or service that is given to the customer to satisfy their
needs. This can be a physical product, like a car or a computer, or a service such as a night’s stay at a hotel.
The augmented (sometimes referred to as extended) product is the additional service or benefit that a customer
receives with their purchase. For example this might include a warranty or some kind of customer service in
the event of a fault or complaint.

Augmented
product
Actual product

Core
product

Figure 1.4 The three levels of a product

If the product cannot be converted into a digital one, for example a car, then there are still options to vary
the actual product. The company could offer customers the opportunity to customise their purchase on the
company website. The customer chooses the colour, specification, interior and so on and is presented with
a visual representation and price for the final product. Whilst the end result is still a car, the customer has
been involved in its configuration and there is often a stronger emotional connection with the product as a
result. Even if the actual product cannot be altered in this way then there is still the opportunity to adapt the
augmented product. For example, the inclusion of real-time customer support via social media or a dedicated
app, customer reviews and discussion boards, and real-time tracking of delivery are just a few options to do
this (see Case Study 1.2).
Arguably the biggest impact in digital marketing is if the actual product itself can be transformed into a
digital service. The music, movie, publishing and software industries are among the best examples where
these products can be downloaded or streamed to a home computer or suitable device. There are also a number
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of ways to offer these digital products including subscriptions (for example to a TV show or movie service
like Netflix or Amazon Prime), pay-per-view (for example to a sports channel such as Sky Sports), bundling,
where the customer receives a physical as well as digital copy and ad-supported content where the product
is essentially free but every so often an advert for another product is presented to the end-user. Many apps
available for mobile devices make use of this model.
In-house resources
When analysing the digital marketing environment, note should be taken of the organisation’s own capabilities
and resources. When planning a digital marketing strategy, there is often a choice between whether to use inhouse resources available in the current marketing department or to use external agencies who specialise in
running and managing digital marketing campaigns. There is no one correct answer and careful consideration
needs to be taken of a number of factors. Firstly, there is the question of technological capabilities within
the current organisation. This is not just in terms of hardware and software but also staff availability and
capability both in terms of technical skill and experience. Then there is the question of who is responsible for
the monitoring and auditing of the digital marketing campaign. Data security and ownership is also a potential
issue to be considered (this is covered in more detail in Chapter 5). Finally, there may be a significant cost
difference between running the campaign in-house and outsourcing to another organisation.
Technology
Another important factor to consider is the use of technology. This doesn’t just mean for the organisation
conducting the marketing campaign but also the technology available to the consumer. Websites are accessible
from almost any computer with an internet connection as well as smartphones but you should consider what
type of technology your target audience is likely to be using. An older demographic, for example, may be happy
with the use of a computer to access email and websites but with the use of a smartphone for social media and
instant messaging. What technology and platform your audience will be using is almost more important than
the technology available to the organisation. The speed of technological change is also vitally important. Will
your audience be using the same devices and platforms in the next five years? Will you? Technology changes
so quickly that it can be daunting to try to predict this and the pace of change has been increasing over the past
ten years or more. Try to stay up to date with these changes and understand if they will significantly impact on
your campaign and the technology you are relying upon to deliver it.
Time
As well as considering the changes in technology over time, it is also important to consider one of the main
characteristics of digital marketing; the fact that it is fast-paced and takes place in real-time. Anything from
a customer’s actions on a company website or social media page to breaking news and events may need to
be reacted to very quickly in order to maximise the impact intended by the digital marketing campaign. Not
only is a strict schedule necessary to ensure that a company can update its marketing in a timely fashion but
it also needs the flexibility to respond to events and news and to respond quickly to customer feedback. The
focus and patience of many customers has generally decreased over recent years and unless they get timely and
appropriate responses, their attention may go elsewhere and the impact of your message is lost. Many of these
responses can be automated (such as triggered emails and social media responses via chatbots, for example) but
in many digital marketing campaigns steps must be taken to convince the customer that you are always present
and responsive to their needs.
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Examination Tip
Traditional marketing analyses tools such as the SWOT and STEEPLE should always be conducted
when creating any marketing strategy. However, for this examination, you should focus on
the additional factors of target market, budget, product, technology and time, and how they
specifically affect digital marketing strategies.

Case Study 1.2

Virtual stadium tour (Arsenal Football
Club)

One of the first English football clubs to be involved in digital marketing and provide an
enhanced experience for their fans was Arsenal Football Club. Football is big business globally
but marketers of a football club still have the challenge that their main product, football matches,
is an intangible experience rather than a physical product to be owned and used. However, by
offering a 360o virtual stadium tour, Arsenal Football Club was able to offer its fans a realistic view
of the stadium including views from any of the seating available and video clips of real football
matches taken from that part of the stadium. In this way, fans gained a realistic idea of what
the match would look like from any seating arrangement before purchasing their tickets. There
would then be a purchase link next to the preferred seating to make the sales process a seamless
one for the customer.
By doing this, the football club found a way to vary the core product of attendance at a football
match, by giving fans a choice of seating. It also offered an extended product and enhanced
customer experience with their virtual tours, which was especially beneficial if fans were travelling
from a long way away, as well as a quick and easy way to purchase the tickets which was of
course beneficial for the club’s sales.
It is interesting to note that as well as providing a virtual stadium tour for their fans, Arsenal
Football Club also provided information and virtual tours of their conference and business suite
facilities showcasing their capability as both a B2C and a B2B company.

Chapter 1 Summary
What you have learned:
• The two main market types and the two types of market reach for a business.
• The characteristics of digital marketing and how they have affected modern marketing.
• How digital marketing uses digital platforms.
• The trends contributing to the growth of digital marketing and how this may continue to
change.
• A set of common marketing objectives that can help to achieve organisational goals.
• The factors affecting digital marketing strategies and why this is important to digital
marketers.
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Activities
1.1

List five characteristics of digital marketing.

1 ............................................................................................................................................................................
2 ............................................................................................................................................................................
3 ............................................................................................................................................................................
4 ............................................................................................................................................................................
5 ............................................................................................................................................................................
1.2

Below is a list of marketing objectives and organisational goals. Draw a line connecting each marketing
objective to one or more organisational goal. The first one has been done for you.
Marketing objective
Market entry
Increase website traffic
Encourage digital engagement
Product development
Brand awareness
Develop existing customer relationships
Sales revenue growth

Organisational goal
Customer service
Market share
Greater sales
Reduced costs
Profitability
International expansion
Shareholder return

Product differentiation

Customer loyalty

Attract new customers

Reputation
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What six factors should be considered when analysing the digital marketing environment?
Find the answers in the word search puzzle below. (The words can be in any straight line including
diagonals.)
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Practice questions
1.1

(a) Which one of these is about intending to reach as large an audience as possible with a single marketing
message?
(1)
□ A

Target market

□ B

Niche marketing

□ C

Digital marketing

□ D

Mass marketing

(b) What market type would best describe a haulage (transport) company offering to help organisations
move their goods from airports and seaports to warehouses and shops inland?
(1)
...............................................................................................................................................................................
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Describe two trends that have increased the growth and adoption of digital technologies.
(4)

1 ............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
2 ............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................

CHAPTER 2
DIGITAL INFORMATION,
MEDIA, CHANNELS AND
DEVICES

Learning Objectives
2.1 Sources of digital information
Understand where digital information may be found by consumers
and organisations, how this data can be used as a resource and how it
influences decision making.
2.2 Digital media
Understand the main types of digital media and their advantages and
disadvantages.
2.3 Effective digital marketing channels
Understand the types of digital marketing channels, their effectiveness
and the factors to consider when deciding on an appropriate channel.
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Sources of digital information

In today’s world, access to data and information, for both consumers and organisations, has never been easier.
This has bought both advantages and disadvantages. At first glance it may be easy to assume that the number
of advantages have been mainly in favour of the consumer. A primary characteristic of many consumer
markets in the past has been one of asymmetric information. This means that the organisation that is selling
goods and services has more information about those goods and services than the consumer. For example, a
car manufacturer would know exactly where all of the components come from, how much they cost and how
much the final product would depreciate by over time compared to similar products. Consumers previously
did not have access to this information and so were at a disadvantage when it came to the decision-making
process.
Today, organisations still hold the balance of power when it comes to this type of information but it has been
diminished considerably. The average consumer is more empowered, better informed and more likely than ever
to pay greater attention to external sources of information rather than that coming from the company trying
to sell to them. They are also more likely to research claims made by companies rather than simply accepting
them. Changes in regulations and the attitudes of consumers have helped this process but it has really been the
growth of and ease of access to digital information sources that has allowed consumers to access information
that organisations previously would not have made publicly available. However, as we shall see, this growth
in digital information sources has also proven to be extremely advantageous to those organisations who know
how to make best use of it.
In this chapter we shall look firstly at how access to data and information has changed the consumer’s
decision-making process. We will consider several different digital information sources, briefly describe each
one, and consider some examples of how they might alter the buying behaviour of the consumer. Then we will
look at how the vast amount of data available now can be used by organisations and how this can help to inform
and develop their digital marketing campaigns.

Digital information sources for consumers
Although this part of the chapter is presented from the consumer’s point of view it should be noted that
organisations can access exactly the same platforms and sources of information as the customers they are trying
to target. They can, in effect, put themselves in the shoes of the consumer and see what they see. This can be
invaluable in understanding and profiling the customer, and can play a very useful part in targeting marketing
campaigns to specific segments of the market. At the very least the digital marketer should be aware that
consumers now have access to this information when they are planning their marketing activities.
There are many sources of digital information available to the consumer and in the figure below we highlight
some of the most relevant and give a brief explanation as to how they can affect consumer buying behaviour.
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Figure 2.1 Sources of digital information

Customer reviews
Increasingly, consumers have turned to external reviews of products to determine how well that product will
satisfy their needs. Customer reviews are seen as a more trusted source of information as they are from actual
end-users and do not purely represent the interests of the selling organisation.
Social media
Social media platforms are essentially a group of technologies that allow the creation and sharing of usergenerated content. The use of platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube has increased massively in the
past ten years and more and more consumers use social media as their primary daily source of information from
news, reviews, trends and information about goods and services. Many consumers will now access information
about an organisation from social media rather than the company’s website.
Comparison websites
These websites, sometimes called ‘aggregators’, collect information on goods and services according to certain
criteria. This allows the consumer to search all of the available goods and services and list them in order
according to the criteria they are most concerned about. Price is the most common criteria but others can
include geographic location, length of contract (for services such as mobile plans or utilities), rates of interest
(for financial products) and customer ratings.
Company websites
Although being replaced by social media, to a certain extent the company website is still one of the primary sources
of information for consumers. This is sometimes seen as consistent and reliable, if not always completely trusted,
as it is the official message and information from the organisation. However, website stickiness, a measure of
how long a user spends on a website, has declined significantly over recent years indicating that if a consumer
doesn’t get the information they are looking for reasonably quickly, they will turn their attention elsewhere.
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Statistic sites
Any quantitative and qualitative data can be used as a source for statistics. Sites such as the Office for National
Statistics (ONS) in the UK, collate vast amounts of data on everything from holiday preferences to the rate
of inflation and present these in a variety of graphical and other forms. Although arguably more useful to the
organisation, consumers can still access statistics on product popularity, market share, shopping trends or even
the financial health of an organisation, all of which could impact their decision-making process.
E-journals
Although often containing the same content as their printed counterparts, e-journals are usually much more
readily accessible and are often free or carry a smaller charge than print materials. Consumers can also subscribe
to e-journals to get regular updates or information on goods and services provided by organisations they are
interested in. As they are in electronic format, the consumer can also search content quickly by keyword search
and can usually sort content using certain criteria.
Web crawlers
Though an old technology, web crawlers now are small pieces of software or scripts that run automated tasks
such as the indexing of web pages to updating web search results. A web crawler would not be accessed directly
by the consumer but the results of their indexing can be seen through the use of a search engine. The results of
a web search will be regularly updated through the use of these web crawlers and similar applications.
Quality scores
Similar to customer reviews, quality scores are a way for a consumer to quickly judge how well a certain
product will satisfy their needs. Presented as a numerical score, often out of 10 or as a percentage, quality
scores are often used in the initial search phase of the customer buying process. Products above a certain
threshold chosen by the consumer will then be selected for more detailed research whereas products below that
threshold will be discarded.

Use of data by organisations
As already mentioned in this section, it is not just the consumer who has benefitted from the growth of digital
information sources. Organisations have long since seen the need to collect customer data. This is especially
true with organisations that follow a customer relationship management model, which has become more and
more common in recent years. Customer data would previously have been stored in software databases on
large physical servers and in many cases this is still true. Many organisations use management information
systems (MIS) for the collection and collation of data across the organisation including customer and account
management. However, the cloud based nature of many software services available makes the collection,
sharing and automation of actions based upon customer data much quicker and easier and in many cases
without the need for expensive and often difficult to use MIS. There are considerable risks to dealing with
customer data exclusively in this way, some of which we will explore in Chapter 5, but it is still true that
even the smallest organisation now has software tools at its disposal that can provide it with valuable data and
information. Here are some of the ways that organisations can use data to its advantage.
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Figure 2.2 The use of data by organisations

Identification of gaps in market
A market gap is generally defined as a consumer need that is not being met or a group of potential customers
who are not yet purchasing existing goods or services. Market gaps can be filled by creating a new and original
product, making a product that improves significantly on something that already exists or taking an existing
product and introducing it to a new market. Data can help organisations to identify gaps in markets by following
consumer conversations that indicate unmet needs, looking at customer reviews of existing products that are
constantly poorly rated or looking at products that are highly popular in one country or market that are not yet
available in another. There are many different ways to obtain this data and we shall look at some of the most
relevant in Chapter 3 when we look at market research.
Identification of changes in consumer trends, habits and tastes
It is important to distinguish here between a long-term trend in consumer behaviour that is a fundamental
change in consumer behaviour, attitudes or expectation and a short-term trend which is often referred to as a
‘fad’. Organisations can certainly make profits from short-term trends but it is the long-term trends that we are
more concerned with here. Long-term trends arise when an external change aligns with a consumer’s existing
needs and wants. A consumer’s desire to travel from one place to another quickly and cheaply, combined with
improved technology allowing the possibility of real-time communication and logistical planning, has led to
the rise of services such as Uber (a taxi and food delivery service) and no-one would suggest that these ‘ondemand economy’ services are a fad (see Case Study 2.1). Again, following the consumer conversation is vital
here to understand how trends and consumer buying habits change over time. It is also important to realise that
many trends that will affect consumers may not even have happened yet. Market research is a very valuable
tool for any marketer but by definition it looks into what has happened in the past. The highly skilled marketer
will be able to take that data and try to predict what will happen in the future.
Updating of web content
With consumers expecting more dynamic content from the websites they visit, it is important to ensure that
those websites are regularly updated and improved to engage customers and build an organisation’s brand.
Static sites are also less likely to maintain high visibility in search rankings. Previously, web content would
have to be changed on a fixed computer system and then had to be uploaded to a web server which would then
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incorporate those changes into the website. Now, with a variety of cloud-based applications available, a lot of
this updating process can be done either automatically or with very little effort. For example, there are many
Content Management Systems (CMS), some of which are free, such as WordPress, that are browser based and
don’t require large pieces of software, that will manage, organise and archive content throughout the life of the
site and will allow multiple users to contribute to website changes. Examples of data and information that can be
regularly updated could be product information, brands available, promotional content, customer reviews and
news and events. It should be noted that there should always be at least one reviewer, or administrator, who is
responsible for checking that website content and style is consistent with the organisation’s brand and message.
Targeted marketing
One of the most important aspects of any marketing campaign is to make sure that the correct consumers are
being targeted. This is true regardless of whether you are running a digital marketing campaign or otherwise.
However, with an online presence and digital tools such as email and social media, an organisation is often able
to target markets in a much more focused way compared to other channels. As well as the usual characteristics
of age, gender and geographical location, online data collection can enable organisations to develop customer
profiles based upon other measures such as amount of time spent online and conversion rates between, for
example, website visits and purchasing activity. This is often referred to as the customer lifecycle and can
distinguish any number of stages between first time visitors to frequent online buyers. This can be very useful in
targeting customers that may be difficult to reach using traditional media and highlight which digital channels
are most effective in influencing consumer buying behaviour. Another useful aspect of online data collection
is through the process of consumer self-identity. For example, on the Dell computers website, customers select
certain navigation options such as geographical location, business or personal user, type of system required
and go as far as being able to configure a complete product personalised to their specific needs. This gives Dell
valuable information on the relative worth and size of the market for each of its products and enables them to
send out targeted marketing information to the most valuable segments.
Planning campaigns
In general, a mix of online and offline marketing activities should form the basis of any marketing campaign.
However, the characteristics of digital marketing are such that significant attention should be paid to how online
communications differ from traditional channels and these should inform the campaign planning accordingly.
Generally speaking, digital marketing campaigns should be planned both in the short-term, such as to launch
a particular product or promote an event, and in the long-term to ensure continuous customer engagement and
online visibility for the organisation. The long-term approach, sometimes called ‘traffic building’, can then
lead to better information about how to plan for and implement short-term campaigns in the future. Another
important aspect of planning a digital marketing campaign is to set digital goals. These should be linked directly
to your marketing objectives and hence your organisational objectives. For example, the marketing objective of
increasing sales revenue could be broken down into the digital goals of increasing traffic to website, improving
conversion rates and reducing single-page visits. These digital goals will then become a crucial part of your
campaign planning and give you a clearer idea of how to implement them.

Examination Tip
You will need to be able to understand the various sources used by organisations to obtain
digital information and why this information is used by organisations. Being able to create a
customer profile for your target market is a valuable part of any marketing activity and you will
be expected to do this for your examination also. Try to gather all of the data available to give
your target audience as much detail as possible as this will help when you are trying to align your
marketing activities to the customers that you are trying to target.
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The rise of the ‘on-demand’ economy

The increase in the widespread use of digital technologies and media has led to many
organisations identifying one of the biggest consumer trends of the 21st century. The on-demand
economy is defined as the immediate provision of goods and services by companies that make
use of technology to efficiently and conveniently satisfy consumer demand.
The speed and relative ease of use of the Internet has led to a change in consumer behaviour
including a sense of entitlement and a greater demand for convenience. This is especially true
in goods and services that are examples of derived demand. For example, not many consumers
actually want to go grocery shopping, they just want groceries. Organisations operating in this
sector will often make use of existing infrastructure and overlay that with logistical, communication
and purchasing technologies to make the whole experience for the consumer as convenient and
efficient as possible.
One of the best examples is Uber, a peer-to-peer ridesharing service founded nine years ago
which now offers food delivery services and achieved a revenue of $7.5bn in 2017. Using a
basic model in its ridesharing service of connecting people with money but little time to people
with time but less money, it has revolutionised an industry that has historically been very slow
to innovate. Other examples include Instacart or HappyFresh, both grocery delivery services;
AirBnB, a short-term lodging broker; Grab, a food delivery and transport service and Rinse, a dry
cleaning delivery service. Although transportation and food delivery are the clearest examples of
growth in this new sector, new organisations are taking advantage of this trend from sectors as
diverse as pet care to education.
There have been many criticisms of organisations operating in this new sector from poor
conditions for its workers to commentators suggesting that it is simply an economic bubble
waiting to burst. However, there is no denying that the on-demand economy has grown rapidly
over the last decade and has signalled a fundamental shift in consumer behaviour that will not
be limited to transportation and food delivery services if the trend continues.

2.2

Digital media

Although we will look at specific channels in section 2.3, in general, digital media can be split into three types:
paid media, owned media and earned media.
•

Paid media, sometimes referred to as ‘bought media’, is where an individual or organisation pays

•

Owned media is media already owned and under direct control of the individual or organisation and

•

Earned media would traditionally have referred to positive public relations (PR) and word of mouth
(WOM). This is still true but has also translated online giving rise to phrases such as E-WOM and

money in exchange for visitors, conversions or reach to deliver content to an audience. Traditionally,
channels such as television and radio would have formed the vast majority of paid media but now these
channels are complemented by online counterparts such as paid search and social media advertisements.

so requires no additional spending. Print media or retail stores are good examples of traditional owned
media but these will now include the company’s own website or social media presence.
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E-PR where organisations try to earn coverage and exposure from online reporters and influencers.
This will include positive discussions about an individual or organisation on social media and other
endorsements.
The figure below shows some more examples of these three types of media. It is important to note that these
three types will often overlap, signifying the need for an integrated approach to digital media use or multi-channel
marketing. For example, owned media on a company’s website can be adapted for a paid display advert or
organisations can lend goods and services to online influencers in the hope of generating positive earned media.

Paid media
– Paid search ads
– Social media ads
– Sponsorships
– Display/banner ads

Owned media
– Website/mobile site
– Newsletters and catalogues
– Blogs
– Email lists
– Apps and software

Earned media
– Viral marketing
– Social media conversations
– Blogs/vlogs
– User generated reviews

Figure 2.3 The three different types of digital media

In the majority of cases, an organisation should use a combination of all three types of media in its digital
marketing activities. However, the degree to which each type is used will vary depending upon a number of
factors to consider when deciding on an appropriate channel. We will look at this in more detail in section 2.3
but for now it is useful to start to analyse the most appropriate channel mix by considering the advantages and
disadvantages of each type of media. The table below presents some of these advantages and disadvantages.
Advantages

Disadvantages

PAID
MEDIA

• Scalable
• Organisation has control of the
message
• Can be implemented immediately in
response to changes in demand

• Costly
• Declining response rates due to lack of
trust and credibility

OWNED
MEDIA

• Cost efficient
• Organisation has control of the
message
• Long-term presence
• Can serve long-term customers

• Not scalable
• Lack of trust
• No guarantee the message gets to the
audience

EARNED
MEDIA

• Transparent
• Most trusted
• Evidence to suggest direct link to sales

• Organisation has no control over
message
• Could be or become negative
• May not reach a large audience
• Difficult to measure success
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Examination Tip
Not only is it important to be able to recall the advantages and disadvantages of different types
of digital media but it is also important to be able to identify what types of media organisations
might already have and what type they should implement in the situations described in your
extended answer questions. Generally a mixture of all three is the best solution but you must give
justifications, linking the advantages and disadvantages to the situation, for your conclusions.

2.3

Effective digital marketing channels

We have already looked at the three general types of media that organisations can use to deliver their marketing
message and activities to consumers. Now we will look at different specific types of digital marketing channels,
assess the elements that contribute to their effectiveness and consider what factors should be taken into
consideration when deciding to select appropriate channels.
Marketers and advertisers are the source of the marketing message. They will use a variety of digital
marketing channels to reach customers who are the receivers of the marketing message. The figure 2.3 below
highlights some specific digital marketing channels and some of their elements that can be used to achieve this.
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Search engine optimisation (SEO)
Chatbots
Rich site summary (RSS) feeds
Trusted feeds
Podcasts
Widgets

Online PR
Viral marketing
Photo and video sharing
Blogs and vlogs
Inﬂuencer marketing
Social media advertising
Endorsements

Website

Search
engine
marketing
(SEM)

Social
media

Email
marketing

• Search engine
optimisation (SEO)
• Organic search marketing
• Paid search marketing
(pay-per-click – PPC)
• Banner adverts

• Opt-in email
• Cold email
• Co-branded emails
• Conversion emails
• E-newsletters
•Event triggered/behavioural
• Email sequencing

Figure 2.4 Examples of different digital marketing channels

Website
The website is still the primary means of the marketing message delivery for many organisations. Although
the coding, protocols and facilities of websites has changed significantly over the past ten years, it still remains
the landing platform that organisations will try to direct consumers to with other channels complementing it.
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Essentially just a collection of web pages containing information and connected together by navigation links,
the sophistication and technical aspects of websites have increased dramatically since the inception of the
World Wide Web by Tim Berners-Lee in 1989. Although by no means an exhaustive list, here we discuss some
of the elements that can affect the website’s effectiveness as a digital media channel.
Search engine optimisation (SEO)
This is perhaps the most obvious way to improve the online visibility of a website without paying for it. The
basic principle behind SEO is to understand how search engines, such as Google, Yahoo! or Bing work to find
web pages, and then use this knowledge to make an organisation’s website as visible as possible to those search
engines. This will make the website appear earlier (towards the top) of the search engine results and therefore
much more likely for potential customers to visit.
Although different search engines work in slightly different ways, some general tips for improving website
visibility include adding popular keywords into your pages, editing HTML coding to help search engines
to index your site, increasing different types of content such as video, images and audio and increasing the
number of links that come in to your site from external sources.
However, it must be cautioned that SEO strategies and tactics need to adapt to the changing nature of search
engines on a regular basis. Companies such as Google will change the algorithms and protocols used for their
search engines regularly and what works well one month may not be as effective the next. When practising
SEO, it is advised to always research the search engines you think your customers will be using and understand
how they work to be most effective in making your website visible online.
Influencers
Although influencer marketing is more often directed at social media, the website still plays an important role
here. Having a well-liked and respected individual or group endorse your product or organisation on their own
website will make their audience more likely to become your customers. Having links from the influencer’s
website to your own reinforces that trust and positive reputation. Influencer marketing has become much more
important in recent years as consumers become more wary of organisations’ claims about their goods and
services and will often trust an individual more than an organisation.
Chatbots
These are relatively new but highly effective computer programs that help to engage with customers by
interacting with them using natural language processing systems. Often used as a piece of code installed in the
website, they work by starting a ‘conversation’ with the website visitor asking them questions and acting like
a sophisticated navigation feature. The advantage to the organisation is that this can be pre-programmed and
automated so organisations can deal effectively with high volumes of customers at any one time. The appeal
to the customer is that it is a much more natural form of interaction, similar to engaging with another person,
rather than trying to find what they are looking for from the website alone.
Chatbots can range in sophistication from simple yes/no questions directed to the visitor to help navigate
them to the correct page of the website to very complex and highly coded pieces of software that can email
customers, set up meetings and link through to financial transaction software effectively taking a customer
through the entire decision making and purchasing process. Although not suitable for every organisation,
recent research has shown that both open rates and click through rates improve dramatically with the use of
chatbot software.
Rich site summary (RSS) feeds
Often called ‘really simple syndication’, rich site summary (RSS) feeds are a type of data format that allows
users to access updates to online content easily and conveniently. Websites using RSS feeds to provide updated
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content to consumers on a regular basis without having to change the rest of the website. Good examples of
uses of RSS feeds are news items, new product launches, events, blog or social media updates and so on.
RSS feeds can be collected together in an aggregator allowing users to get updated information from several
websites in one place without having to access the website directly themselves.
Trusted feeds
These programs are similar to paid search advertising (see below under SEM) in that your pages are given the
same chance to rank alongside the organic SEO pages. However, with trusted feed programs you only pay if
there is actual traffic to your site whereas with paid search advertising you have to pay for a higher ranking in
a search engine regardless of whether anyone then visits your site or not. Another advantage of trusted feeds
is that your page does not appear as an advertisement and so may be more trusted by the consumer. However,
one disadvantage is that you cannot guarantee to be at the top of the search results and it can be quite difficult
to set up and maintain.
Podcasts
These are usually digital audio files (though can sometimes be video) which are released episodically and can
be downloaded by a user to listen to. Podcasts can be subscribed to so that users can automatically get new
episodes when they are released. They are usually free to listen to and can be created at very low cost with
minimal equipment. Although many podcasts are created by consumers, organisations can also create podcasts
to help give information about their products, new events and to build trust and a community around a brand.
Organisations will also pay other podcast producers for ‘airtime’ having short sections of time in the podcast
to advertise their products or have them endorsed by the podcast creator as a form of influencer marketing.
Although podcasts are mostly hosted on a website, there are numerous software applications available called
‘podcatchers’ that collate and aggregate podcasts that a user is interested in.
Widgets
These are small, often standalone applications that have specialised functions that can be executed by a visitor
to a website. They are often coded using Adobe Flash and they perform some specific function required by
the user when they are visiting a website. Examples include on-screen clocks or timers, currency or time
convertors and travel or weather information. They are considered distinct from a single website itself as their
code can often be embedded into third party sites making them very versatile and portable applications. They
help to add functionality and dynamic content to websites and can engage the user encouraging them to spend
longer on the site.

Search engine marketing (SEM)
Although clearly linked to websites, it is worth briefly considering search engine marketing (SEM) in its own
right. This is a form of internet marketing that aims to increase the visibility of websites in search engine
results. This can be done in a variety of ways and below we highlight just a few of them.
Search engine optimisation (SEO)
As already mentioned above this is the process of creating and editing your website so that it is more visible to
search engines. SEO is constantly changing but there are a number of ways in which you can help your sites
ranking in search engine results.
Keyword research is one of the most useful things that a marketer can do as it not only tells you what you
should be using on your website but also what your competitors are using and how successful they are. There
are many free and paid for software tools that will allow you to find out what keywords customers are searching
for in any particular industry or sector, or when searching for any particular product. Analysis of the number
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of pages in a website that are indexed by search engines and how many backlinks (incoming links) there are is
a good indication of a site’s popularity and saturation. Software tools that allow you to monitor website traffic
and determine which pages held visitors’ attention for the longest also give very valuable information when
editing websites. Finally, is worth checking how mobile-friendly your website is as recent data suggests that
mobile search surpassed desktop search in 2015.
Organic search marketing
Whilst all of the major search engines include advertising in their search results, some research suggests that
users will often not trust listings that they know to be advertisements. The remaining results, which have not
been paid for, are known as organic search results. These are the web pages that are most relevant to the user’s
initial search query. There are extensions and add-ons that allow users to block these advertisements from
their search results and this is important for the digital marketer to be aware of. Organic search marketing is
therefore strongly linked to SEO where a website has been designed to rank highly in search results rather than
just paying for a higher ranking. It must be noted that other research has shown that the majority of users are
unaware of the difference between organic search results and paid for results, and it is suggested that in any
case nine out of ten users will not go beyond the first page of results from any particular search query. The best
practice for the marketer here is to adopt a combination of both organic and paid for marketing and make sure
they know their intended audience well.
Paid search advertising (pay-per-click – PPC)
This is advertising that organisations pay for in order to come up in the sponsored listings of a search engine.
When a user queries a search engine, the top results will usually be adverts; in other words, links to their website
that organisations have paid to display as search results. The most common form of this is pay-per-click (PPC)
where the organisation pays each time the advert is clicked on. Less common is cost-per-impression (CPM)
where the organisation pays each time the advert is displayed. As a number of organisations will be using
PPC advertising on the same search results, there is no guarantee that PPC advertising will take your website
to the top of the search rankings all the time. As mentioned above, consumers who are more aware of how
search engines work will sometimes ignore the links that they know are adverts and click on the organic search
results. However, PPC still remains one of the most consistent ways of advertising online with proven returns
on investment.
Banner adverts
Sometimes referred to as a ‘web banner’ this is a form of advertising on the World Wide Web which embeds
an advertisement into a web page. This often takes the form of a banner, hence the name, but can be any
clickable advert placed within a website which will redirect the user to the advertising organisation’s website
when clicked on. Banner ads as a term is now used to describe many such clickable adverts even outside of the
website environment. For example many mobile applications and games will be made available to users for
free and in return banner ads are displayed inside those applications.

Social media
At its most basic, social media is a collection of web-based digital technologies that enable users to generate
and share content, have online interactions and allow the development of social networks and communities of
like-minded individuals or groups. The sheer number of different platforms available stretches this definition
but they do all have these same basic characteristics. As there are so many different platforms it is important
to think about which platform your audience will be using and what style of message may be appropriate in
each case. For example, LinkedIn and Facebook are both social media platforms but have been built for very
different audiences and have a very different format and characteristics of how information and messages are
presented to users (see Case Study 2.2).
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Online public relations
Sometimes referred to as ‘OPR’ or more commonly ‘E-PR’ this is exactly the same as traditional PR in that it
is about generating positive opinions and influencing people rather than paying for brand placement. Whereas
traditional public relations (PR) would be delivered through mostly television or press media, online PR can
utilise any of the digital media channels. Here we focus on its use of social media but really the essential
ingredient to PR is story-telling and delivering content to show a brand or organisation in a positive light. This
can encourage sharing, likes and generally positive E-WOM and conversations about the organisation or brand.
OPR should not be limited to social media but rather is a good example of something that can be integrated
across many channels to ensure consistency of the message.
Photo, video and slide sharing
This is simply another way of sharing content by using media other than just text to deliver a message.
Traditional advertising does not solely rely on text-based communications and digital technology today is
capable of handling very sophisticated and high-quality audio and visual information in order to deliver a
message. The amount of bandwidth available to consumers is the key consideration here but medium to highquality photos and short videos of reasonable quality are now easy to transmit to most smartphones available
today. Almost all of the social media platforms available have the facility to upload and share these media.
Viral marketing
This is a term that is often misused in digital marketing but refers to the use of social media and other networkoriented technologies to increase brand or product awareness through a self-replicating or viral process. This
means that the success of viral marketing comes not from the organisation paying for advertising or actively
pushing content to the audience but rather from releasing content, often not directly associated with a brand
or organisation, and allowing it to spread ‘naturally’ through sharing on social media and other networks. So,
for example, one person will share with three of their friends who will each share with three of their friends
and so on until the message or content has spread across a large number of networks and channels. Marketers
will often create content designed to intrigue and engage online influencers in order to be spread to a larger
audience. This can be more or less obviously associated with the organisation creating the content although
some people consider the latter to be a form of stealth marketing which is generally viewed negatively by
consumers.
Blogs and vlogs
A blog, a shortened form of weblog, is a discussion style entry published on the World Wide Web often
appearing to take the form of a diary. Blogs can be written by individuals, groups, organisations or can be
open access and centred on particular topics. A blog encourages a user to follow a person or a story that they
are interested in and can then contribute to through a discussion forum although some blogs do not allow
comments to be added to keep control of the content. A blog usually contains text as the main medium but can
also add pictures, audio and a vlog (video log). There are a variety of platforms that can host blogs and vlogs
but some of the most popular include WordPress for blogs and YouTube for vlogs. It is important to monitor
content on a blog as its ease of access often leaves it open to abuse with offensive comments or ‘trolling’ being
common problems experienced by bloggers.
Brand blogging
This takes the basic idea of a blog and uses it to promote a particular brand or product. A brand is more than
a logo and name but should also be seen as a distinct set of values, image or ‘personality’. Blogging therefore
lends itself well to brand blogging as you are making comments and conversation to support and reinforce
the brand identity and values. Consistency is the key here and the marketer should ensure that all blog entries
are focused on the value proposition of the brand to build awareness and trust from the blog followers. For
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example, an education company could run a series of blogs on how best to choose a school for your child or
give parents information on changes in qualifications. A construction company might make its readers aware
of new health and safety legislation that affects the industry or any blog that shows their technical expertise.
Blogging is a form of earned media and as such should be used to build trust in a brand rather than a hard sell.
Influencer marketing
As already mentioned, social media is full of individuals or groups with a large number of followers who will
trust and support them. Influencer marketing focuses on these individuals or groups rather than the market
as a whole on the basis that they then have influence over the buying decisions of their followers. Influencer
marketing can often be in the form of product reviews or endorsements with organisations willing to give
products to influencers for free or to trial in the hope that they give it a positive review which will then result
in multiple sales from their followers. Much influencer marketing is earned but it is also possible to pay
influencers to support or endorse your products.
Social media advertising
As simple as it sounds this is online advertising on social media platforms. The major advantage of this form
of advertising is that because of the data collected by social media platforms, advertisements can be carefully
and accurately targeted to a specific audience. As well as basic demographic data, social media platforms often
collect data on geographical location, likes and interests, political affiliations and culture meaning that a lot of
information is available to the organisations in placing their advertisements. On many platforms you will see
adverts placed on every few posts or as banner ads at the side or top of the screen. The idea is that, although it
is obviously advertising, because it is placed in a social media platform it is generally more trusted and relevant
to users who have opted to see adverts that the platform’s algorithms have matched to their particular likes and
interests.
Social media endorsements
Similar to influencer marketing, social media endorsements usually involve well known figures such as
celebrities, actors or sports stars making recommendations and endorsing certain brands and products. These
individuals are usually famous through other media but social media is used as a channel to deliver the message
or endorsement. This is a form of paid media since the celebrity will demand a fee for the endorsement.
Social media endorsements have faced some difficulties as they have been accused of not declaring the
financial relationship between the organisation and the celebrity and so fall under the description of deceptive
advertising. However, with celebrity movie stars and sports stars commanding millions of followers it is still
an incredibly effective form of marketing.

Email marketing
Email has fundamentally changed the way we communicate. The first recognisable form of today’s email was
sent back in 1971 more as an experiment than a serious means of mass communication. Since then the speed
and convenience of email, as opposed to relying upon conventional postal mail, has changed the landscape
of marketing significantly. For the first time organisations are able to communicate to consumers directly and
instantaneously. The increasing sophistication of email clients has allowed for different options, including the
emails being automated or controlled to make the process easier to manage. However, whilst the value of email
marketing cannot be questioned, it has become easier to block and filter emails by the receiver. Consumers
generally now receive more and more emails to the point that they will ignore or delete anything not important
to them so care does need to be taken when using email as a marketing tool. Here we discuss some of the main
types of email marketing and their effectiveness.
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Opt-in email
As its name suggests, this is when someone is given the option of receiving emails from an organisation. This
could be as a result of visiting the company’s website, asking to subscribe to a mailing list or newsletter or
asking to be kept informed of up-to-date product information. As the user has the option of receiving the email
or not it is generally a more trusted form of communication from the organisation and will ensure that the email
does not get automatically blocked by the user’s email client.
Cold email
This is an email sent without the permission of the receiver. This is quite common when organisations purchase
email lists from other marketing companies and send promotional emails to the entire group without prior
contact with them. This is the email equivalent of cold calling. Although the email may contain valid promotional
content, this form of email could be filtered or blocked by a user’s email client and considered spam. Some
countries have gone as far as banning cold emails or forcing marketers to ensure that correct opt-in or op-out
procedures are followed to ensure that consumers do not receive too many unsolicited communications from
organisations.
Co-branded email
This is a form of cross-promotional activity where an email is sent from a partner or affiliate to a brand that
a consumer already has some connection with. This can often be from a complimentary brand, for example a
consumer who purchases a house could be contacted by an organisation offering home insurance and it is often
more effective when this is the case. When there is little connection between the organisations it can look a lot
more like cold email rather than something the consumer would actually be interested in. Once again there is
often the option for consumers to opt-in or opt-out of receiving emails from partners of the organisation they
had the initial interaction with.
Conversion emails
This is essentially any email designed with the purpose of encouraging a customer to make a purchase decision.
Emails and other customer communications often follow the AIDA (Attention, Interest, Desire, Action)
principles to encourage users through what is called the conversion or sales funnel. The final step of this process
is a call to action that allows the user to act directly and make a buying decision. This could be facilitated via an
email that links directly to the organisation’s purchasing system or an email invoice sent to a customer.
E-newsletters
An electronic newsletter is a digital file sent to customers, often as a result of an opt-in request, that contains
news and reports on the activities of a business that they are interested in. Often presented as information for
the consumer rather than a direct sales technique, it can help improve customer loyalty and trust and usually
contains areas of interest for those who receive it. Although this is usually as a result of an opt-in request by the
consumer, e-newsletter can be unsolicited. However, they face the same risk of being filtered out by an email
client or considered spam in the same way that cold email would be.
Event triggered or behavioural emails
These are emails sent to customers based on previous behaviours or after certain events which makes them
more relevant and targeted to the consumer’s needs. These are a form of automated marketing as they require
no direct input from the marketer once they have been set up. Examples include welcome emails, shipping
reminders, birthday offers, prompts if online shopping carts have been abandoned or reminders when a new
product, relevant to a customer’s previous purchases, comes out. As they are based upon personal details or
preferences of the consumer they are often seen as more directly relevant to the consumer. Research suggests
that triggered emails have much higher open and click through rates than normal emails and real-time triggered
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emails get the best results. The key aspect of these emails are customer engagement and responding quickly
to their needs.
Email sequencing
These are similar to event triggered emails in that they are automated messages sent out to consumers.
Sequences can be sent out on pre-set time intervals or can be triggered by consumer behaviour or events. Timebased emails follow a set pattern of release and are sometimes referred to as ‘autoresponders’. For example,
a customer could get an email five days after the purchase of a particular product asking if the customer has
any questions; 25 days later the customer could receive an email to rate their satisfaction with the product and
a year later they could be offered an upgrade at a discounted rate or asked if they want to extend a warranty.

Selecting an appropriate channel
There are a number of factors to consider when deciding which channel would be most appropriate for
your marketing campaign. Generally speaking the best practical results in digital marketing are through a
combination of channels but it is still important to realise the differences between the various channels and the
advantages and disadvantages of each in reaching your target audience. This will help you to prioritise your
efforts even if you do use multiple channels. The following table shows a number of factors that should be
considered in channel selection along with a brief explanation of their importance and impact.

Factors to consider

Importance and impact

EASE OF REACHING THE
TARGET MARKET

It may sound obvious but you should ensure that your selected channel
can reach your target audience. Certain social media platforms are not
available in certain countries for example, whilst others are just not
popular with certain demographics. Understanding your audience is the
key as this will make channel selection much more of a logical process.

ACCESSIBILITY OF
INFORMATION

Similar to reaching the target market, this is how accessible the
information is to the audience. If your customers are likely to be
accessing information on their smartphones, then a website may not be
the best channel or at the very least it must be made mobile friendly.

SPEED OF
COMMUNICATION

If your customer wants real-time information then event triggered or
behavioural emails are better than normal emails. A chatbot or social
media conversation can be even more effective. The key is to match
the speed of communication desired by customers with the level of
automation that can be built into the channel.

CUSTOMER
COMMUNICATION

Knowing how customers would like to communicate with the
organisation is crucial. For example, if you know that the customer
is more likely to want to read a lot of information before making a
decision, then an opt-in email with a newsletter and a time-bound
follow up email might be better than social media, which is more
immediate.

COST TO THE
CUSTOMER

The relative low cost of digital marketing makes it appealing to
organisations but multiple channel selection integrated with traditional
channels will still stretch most marketing budgets. Many digital
marketing platforms will offer tiered pricing based upon the number
of customers being targeted, so marketers need to consider all of the
options and their costs before making a decision.
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CHOICE FOR THE
CUSTOMER

Although the lines are increasingly blurred, mobile devices still tend to
be used for the quick consumption of material whereas laptops and
desktops tend to be used for consuming information in a longer form.
The best marketing will take the same message and adapt it to the
channel being used, giving the customer the choice of how they access
the information.

COMPETITOR’S
ACTIVITIES

It is important to know what channels your competitors are using and
how successful they are. If an organisation has an amazing campaign
on social media backed by an almost unlimited budget, then the
message is less likely to make an impact there. If however they have a
static website, only getting traffic through paid search, then making the
website more appealing to customers can gain more organic search
results.

BRAND IMAGE AND
DEVELOPMENT

Marketing messages should be consistent with brand image so as not
to confuse customers. The same message can be adapted to different
channels and any marketing should convey a consistent set of values to
ensure brand consistency and development.

Examination Tip
There are many different types of digital marketing channels and the most successful marketing
campaigns will use a combination of several to target their audience. In the extended answer
examination questions always consider the audience first and then think about which channels
would be appropriate. Remember, that as well as describing these different channels, you also
have to justify their selection based on the information you are given.

Case Study 2.2

The value of instant messaging in digital
marketing

The Internet has changed how customers consume information and make their purchasing
decisions in a number of ways. The speed and ease of communications means that customers
are generally less patient, have shorter attention spans, have access to more information than
they can absorb and are time poor as a result. This has resulted in an expectation from the
customer that communication is quick, efficient and highly relevant to their specific needs.
Customers have also generally become more wary and cynical when it comes to advertising.
They prefer a form of communication that gives them a two-way, personal connection which
helps to establish trust between the organisation and the consumer. This has invariably made
things more difficult for the marketer but as we have already seen, the technology is there for
organisations to take advantage of.
Instant messaging (IM) has been used for personal communications for a number of years.
However, it is now being considered as a valuable tool for the marketer as a result of these
changes in consumer behaviour. No longer simply a text-based communication service, modern
instant messaging can also include graphics, audio and video as well as embedded links. Many
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IM services allow users to be grouped according to likes or other criteria and so it doesn’t have
to be limited to one-to-one communication. In this way, the marketer can deliver personalised
information but without being tied up to a single customer at any one time. The marketer also
doesn’t have to use instant messaging platforms to get information to consumers in a fast and
efficient way. Chatbots or virtual assistants on websites, event triggered emails and other realtime communications can achieve the same effect.
There are a number of potential challenges to using IM in this way however. Generally this
more personal approach takes more time than mass-market advertising. Users can be grouped
together by certain criteria but it does still tend to be highly targeted segments. For example,
WhatsApp allows users to be placed into groups of up to 100 people. For a small organisation
that may be fine but for a big multinational corporation that is an incredibly small segment of
people. There are a variety of IM applications available each with their own restrictions and
functionality. WhatsApp, for example, has rules against explicit advertising on their service. On
the other hand, WeChat, a popular IM platform in Asia, has a much more tolerant view towards
advertising. The marketer must do their research beforehand to decide which platforms would
be best to communicate with their intended audience.
However, as we have seen with the growth of the on-demand economy, this trend in consumer
behaviour towards quicker, easier, two-way communication is almost certain to increase and
IM marketing is likely to become a very valuable addition to any marketer’s toolkit in the future.

Chapter 2 Summary
What you have learned:
• Different digital information sources and how they can affect the buying behaviour of
consumers.
• How data is used by organisations in marketing.
• The main types of media: paid, earned and owned, and their advantages and disadvantages.
• The use of different digital marketing channels and effectiveness of each: websites, search
engine marketing (SEM), social media and email marketing.
• Factors to consider when selecting an appropriate channel.

Activities
2.1

List five digital information sources for consumers.

1 ............................................................................................................................................................................
2 ............................................................................................................................................................................
3 ............................................................................................................................................................................
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4 ............................................................................................................................................................................
5 ............................................................................................................................................................................
2.2

Unscramble the following words to find examples of paid, owned and earned media. The first one has
been done for you.

2.3

PDAI ERHCSA SAD

PAID SEARCH ADS

ELWTSESRNET

……………………………….

ESUR SVIWEER

……………………………….

LOBSG

……………………………….

RAVLI GARITEMKN

……………………………….

E LAMI LISST

……………………………….

LOSIAC MADIE

……………………………….

EBARNN ASD

……………………………….

PHPONRSISSSO

……………………………….

Complete the crossword below to find different aspects of the digital marketing channels: websites,
search engine marketing (SEM), social media and email marketing.
1

2
3

4

5

6

7

8

10

9

11
12

13

15

14

16

17

18

19
20

21
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ACROSS
4

Using network oriented technologies to increase brand or product awareness through a selfreplicating process. (5,9)

6

Short for weblog, a discussion style entry published on the World Wide Web. (4)

7

A type of data format that allows users to access updates to online content quickly and
conveniently. (4, 4, 7)

11

Email marketing that a consumer has chosen to receive. (3, 2, 5)

12

Unsolicited email marketing. (4, 5)

13

Small, standalone applications that can be built in to a website that allow a user to perform a
specialised function. (7)

14

Search engine results that have not been paid for. (7, 6, 9)

15

Creating or editing a website to make it more visible to search engines. (5, 6, 12)

17

Similar to paid search marketing to improve search engine ranking but where you only pay if
there is actual traffic to your website as a result. (7, 5)

18

An email designed to encourage a consumer to make a purchase decision. (10, 5)

19

An automated piece of software that helps to engage with customers on your website by
interacting with them in a conversational manner. (7)

20

Generating positive opinions and news about an organisation online to encourage positive
word of mouth. (6, 6, 9)

21

A video weblog. (4)

DOWN
1

Search engine results that have been paid for. (4, 6, 9)

2

An automated sequence of emails sent to customers after a pre-set time or as a result of
certain events. (5, 10)

3

Using a blog to promote a particular brand or product. (5, 8)

5

Using well known and popular celebrities to promote or endorse your brand or products on
social media. (6, 5, 12)

8

Automated emails sent to customers as a result of certain events or behaviour. (5, 9, 6)

9

An email sent from a partner or affiliate of a brand that a consumer already has some
connection to. (2, 7, 5)

10

Using well-liked or respected individuals or groups to help promote goods and services online.
(10, 9)

16

Audio files, released periodically, that can be subscribed to and which give news and
information to consumers. (8)
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Practice questions
2.1

Give two examples of earned media in digital marketing.
(2)

1 ............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
2 ............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
2.2

Explain two factors to consider when selecting an appropriate digital marketing channel.
(4)

1 ............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
2 ............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
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Explain two ways an organisation could make use of automated email marketing to communicate with
customers before and after they have purchased a product from the organisation’s website.
(4)

1 ............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
2 ............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................

CHAPTER 3
DIGITAL MARKETING
AND THE MARKETING
MIX

Learning Objectives
3.1 Using the marketing mix for digital marketing campaigns
Understand how the marketing mix may be used in digital marketing,
the interrelationship between the elements and be able to apply the
digital marketing mix to given contexts.
3.2 Push and pull marketing techniques
Understand push and pull marketing techniques and their advantages
and disadvantages.
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Using the marketing mix for digital marketing campaigns

The marketing mix
In Section 1.3 we were introduced to the idea that an organisation’s product, the goods or services that are being
sold, can be adapted using digital technologies and supported through digital marketing. Product is just one
of four elements that we call the marketing mix (known as the 4Ps). This refers to a combination of the most
important elements that organisations must consider to achieve their marketing objectives. These elements can
be thought of as areas of decision making meaning that the organisation has important decisions to make in
each of these four areas before launching their marketing campaigns. In this section, we shall see how these
decisions are affected in digital marketing campaigns as well as consider the interrelationship between these
four elements. The 4Ps of the marketing mix are presented in the figure below.

Product

Place

The
marketing
mix (4Ps)

Price

Promotion

Figure 3.1 The four elements of the marketing mix (the 4Ps)

As we shall see below these four elements are often interrelated and connected in ways that enables organisations
to satisfy their customers’ needs in more efficient and cost-effective ways.
Product
As already mentioned in Section 1.3, we can separate the product that an organisation sells into the core, actual
and augmented product. In this section, we shall now look in more detail at the decisions that an organisation
could make with regards to how digital marketing can affect the goods and services that it is offering to its
target market.
•

Existing customers – these can be better served and relationships with existing customers developed
by offering those customers digital information or transaction services. A good example would be how
banks have extended the physical branch facilities available to their customers into a digital format.
This means that customers can access digital information about their bank account online and also
conduct simple transaction services, such as payments to people and organisations or transferring
money between accounts. The range of financial services that are now accessible online has grown
rapidly over the past ten years and some of these are investigated in more detail in Case Study 3.1.
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•

New customers – information and content can be repackaged to target new customer segments in a way
that may not have previously been possible. This could be due to geographic reasons if an organisation
cannot physically deliver products to a certain location (see also Place) or if the price of the physical
product is too expensive for the target market to own outright (see also Price). For example, electronic
book sellers have been able to target new markets with less expensive and more accessible eBooks and
movie rental services offer customers the chance to rent films to watch online rather than physically
own a copy of the movie.

•

Product bundling – physical and digital products can often be bundled together to appeal more to
consumers. This often happens with information based products, such as newspapers, books, music and
video. For example, consumers who purchase a film in physical format, such as a DVD are often also
provided with a code which allows them to also download the movie. This makes the purchase more
appealing to the customer as they feel they are getting more products for their money in a variety of
formats making it more convenient for them to consume their purchase. It also makes sense for the firm
as they are taking advantage of the minimal extra costs involved if the customer has already purchased a
physical product and are also encouraging the customer to switch to digital formats, which are generally
much more profitable for the organisation due to lower costs of production.

•

Product delivery models – two common product delivery models (how products are actually given to
the customers) are pay-per-view and download. The important distinction here from the customer’s
point of view is one of ownership. In the pay-per-view model, a single fee is paid for a viewing session
or download which the customer can watch or consume once but does not own afterwards (with
downloads this can be achieved with time-limited software for example). Pay-per-view is a model used
by many subscription based television channels, which includes an ongoing fee, where customers can
purchase additional programmes to view privately. Many sports channels will offer standard viewing
with their usual subscription but may charge extra to the customer using a pay-per-view model for
major events. This is a one-off or time limited purchase for the customer. The advantage to the firm here
is that pay-per-view often has a higher relative price than an ongoing subscription. With the download
option, the consumer will usually pay once and then own the product outright afterwards to watch or
consume as often as they like. This will often have a higher price, which is clearly of benefit to the firm,
but also has the benefit of continual ownership to the customer. This model is used by firms who offer
digital only products, such as digital music or movie services.

•

Digital only products – as mentioned in the section above on product delivery models, firms such as
music or movie services can offer digital versions of their products for download without making
physical versions available. Many products that may have previously been sold in physical formats
can be offered as digital only products. This has become increasingly common with information based
products. This has the obvious advantage of a quicker delivery to the customer as well as a reduction
in distribution costs for the organisation. Cost savings made by the organisation in this way are often
passed on to the consumer in the form of lower prices but generally the digital only products are more
profitable for firms due to these lower costs of production and distribution. Some of the most popular
products sold in digital only format include eBooks, video and audio products (including music),
photographs and graphics, software, and documents and other published content.

Although these points mentioned above are focused on the Product element of the marketing mix, they clearly
have implications elsewhere in the marketing mix especially in terms of Place (how the product is delivered to
the customer) and also Price (how much it costs the customer).
Price
The price element of the marketing mix refers to the options available to the organisations in terms of pricing
the goods and services it offers to consumers. Digital technologies and the Internet in particular have had a
dramatic impact, both for organisations and consumers, on the pricing strategies that organisations follow to
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determine prices for their goods and services. Whilst initially considered as a benefit to the consumer in terms
of greater information, we shall see that organisations can also greatly benefit from digital technologies when
it comes to pricing.
•

Online and offline pricing – with the increase in digital technologies and the use of the Internet, it
was previously the case that newer organisations that established themselves online offered generally
lower prices for their goods and services to the more traditional, existing organisations. These existing
organisations would set up websites and offer their products online but at the same price as their physical
stores. Increasingly however, there is a greater differentiation of digital and store price and it is the case
that most organisations will offer different price options for online and offline goods and services.
Although this is more uncommon with physical goods, this is especially true in markets involving
intangible products, such as services. Airlines for example, will often offer lower prices for travel
tickets bought online. Banks and financial services will charge lower prices to consumers for accounts
that can be managed completely online without the need for the customer to visit a physical branch
of the bank. This reflects the need for existing organisations to compete with online only competitors
especially when it is now relatively easy for consumers to compare prices across different products.

•

Price comparison aggregators – generally speaking the increase in the use and access of digital
technologies has led to much more transparent pricing. This development has benefitted the consumer
initially as organisations now operate in a market where their goods and services can easily be
reviewed, rated and compared by consumers. A good example of this is the increase in price comparison
aggregators, which are online tools that allow consumers to search for similar products and order them
according to price or other features. As consumers now have a very transparent view of the different
prices of different brands and products, organisations have tended to emphasise the other features of
their goods and services that may persuade consumers to make a purchase decision based not just
purely on price. For example, comparethemarket.com is one of the UK’s leading price aggregators
for car insurance amongst many other things. Consumers can easily visit the website and search for
different car insurance policies ordered by price. In order to ensure that consumers don’t just always
pick the cheapest option, car insurance organisations offer other benefits to consumers, such as multiple
car discounts or bundling home insurance and car insurance together at a discounted price. Many
firms have turned this transparent pricing to their advantage by offering price comparison tools on
their own websites. This enables the organisation to show to the consumer how they compare to other
organisations which is especially advantageous if they have a price advantage over their competitors.

•

Dynamic pricing and price testing – digital technologies allow organisations to be able to change the
prices of their goods and services in real-time. This form of dynamic pricing means that they can respond
quickly to changes in market demand, consumer trends and preferences or in response to competitors’
pricing strategies. This could be used, for example, to offer lower prices to attract new customers or
in a new market where they are not already established or known. This form of price differentiation
also allows organisations to conduct price testing, which is effectively experimenting with different
price strategies in different market segments to see which is more successful. Consumers from different
geographic regions or even different demographics could be offered different prices for goods and
services, so that an organisation can determine the best markets and price level for their products. As
mentioned previously however, the increased price transparency that these digital technologies have
led to means that organisations that are perceived to be not acting fairly with regards to their pricing
strategies may suffer from a bad reputation among consumers as a result.

•

Subscriptions – these are pricing models where a consumer, rather than paying an up-front price to
own goods and services, pays a periodic amount (weekly, monthly or annually are common examples),
in order to have continual access to those products. The subscription model was used to great effect
in the newspaper and publications industry before the age of the Internet and is still used by them
today. Now however, many forms of media and information based services offer subscription options to
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their customers. Television services, such as Netflix or Amazon Prime, music services such as Spotify,
sports channels and gaming services are just a few examples that offer subscriptions to their customers.
Although initially a lower price than an outright purchase the average consumer will tend to spend
more over a longer term using a subscription model. Another advantage of subscription services to
the organisation is that they can also measure changes in subscriptions as a way of determining brand
loyalty and product popularity.
•

Digital auctions – although not new, another form of pricing model that can be adopted by organisations
is that of digital auctioning. As with traditional auctioning this involves offering goods and services up
for sale, taking bids from potential customers and then selling to the highest bidder. Two common ways
of conducting digital auctioning are ascending, where the customer starts the bidding process (usually
at a low price) and subsequent bids are made from competing customers. Alternatively, a descending
auction is where the organisation sets a starting price (usually at a high level) and potential customers
then must match that price or outbid each other. The Internet has been used in live auctions for some
time but purely digital auctions now make this pricing model much easier to apply as there is no limit
on the number of bidders or any geographic restrictions on the bids. A good example of this model is
used by eBay where organisations and individuals can buy or sell goods and services through a periodic
bidding process. In these digital auctions, there will often be a reserve price which, if met, will mean an
automatic sale to the bidder at or above that price.

Promotion
Promotion refers to how an organisation communicates information about its goods and services to markets,
new and existing customers. Without active promotion, an organisation is leaving it to chance that consumers
will learn about their products and the benefits they can receive from them. The use of the Internet as a means of
communication has made this element of the marketing mix ever more important and it is now easier than ever
to communicate marketing messages to potentially global markets. This has led to a very crowded online space
and organisations must be more proficient in their use of online tools for communication to stand out and get
their goods and services noticed by consumers. Promotion is intrinsically linked to communication channels
and so many of these forms of promotion have already been covered in detail in this course book, particularly
in Section 2.3 on the effective use of digital marketing channels. Some of the main forms of promotion are
presented in the table on the following page.
Place
The place element of the marketing mix refers to the distribution of goods and services to consumers. We have
already mentioned that digital marketing has a potentially global reach compared to the physical limitations
of more traditional marketing. The previous concerns of ensuring the widespread availability of goods and
services whilst minimising distribution costs are much less of a concern with digital products or products
marketed digitally are considered. However, there are still some important decisions that must be made when
distributing goods and services digitally or using digital services. Some of these decisions are considered in the
table on the following page.

Examination Tip
Extended answer examination questions will often ask you about the interrelationship between
different elements of the marketing mix. The information given in this section and in Case
Study 3.1 are good ways to help you think about this but you should also consider your own
organisation. In what ways do the elements of Product, Price, Promotion and Place interrelate
and affect each other in your own industry for your own goods and services? Thinking about this
will help you to find similar relationships in the scenarios presented to you in the exam.
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Form of Promotion

Online Implementation

SELLING AND
ADVERTISING

• Advertising can be implemented online through tools such as paid
search marketing (PPC) and interactive display ads like banner ads.
• Selling can be supported online through the use of virtual sales staff
and chatbots on websites.
• Sales promotions (not to be confused with the general term
promotion) can be used to give consumers incentives, such as online
customer loyalty cards and online rewards.

MERCHANDISING AND
SPONSORSHIP

• In a general sense, merchandising is simply the act of selling
more products but can include personalised recommendations on
websites, online display advertising and cross-selling.
• Merchandising can also be achieved by taking popular products or
brands and applying them to other products, for example branded
mouse mats, t-shirts and mugs or the soundtrack to a game or film.
• Sponsorships or endorsements are a form of paid media where well
known individuals or groups, such as celebrities, actors or sports
teams make recommendations, advertise or endorse certain brands
and products. Sponsorships can also occur at particular events, such
as brand advertising at popular sporting events.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
AND WORD OF MOUTH

• Online PR is the process of story telling and delivering content online
to show a brand or organisation in a positive light. This tends to be
used on social media but can be effective on any digital channel.
• Word of mouth online is often referred to as E-WOM (electronic
word of mouth) and includes the sharing, likes and generally positive
conversations about the organisation or brand online.

DIRECT MARKETING

• Direct marketing (selling directly to the customer rather than through
a retailer) has become easier for organisations to achieve online with
tools that directly target customers, such as e-mail marketing, search
ad results, social media and interactive adverts.
• Location based marketing is a form of direct marketing which uses
the location technology, such as GPS, on a mobile device to send
advertising direct to the consumer based upon their location. This
could be to alert them to a promotion available in a store close to
them for example.

EXHIBITIONS

• Online exhibitions are where organisations can present and give
information about their goods and services online as opposed to in a
physical space. For example, many museums or art galleries are able
to give more information in a virtual tour of their exhibits than they
can in a physical space. Organisations can use online exhibitions to
reduce costs and to access a much larger audience than if they are
restricted to a physical space.

GUERRILLA MARKETING

• Guerrilla marketing is a term given to a strategy where organisations
try to promote their goods and servies by creating memorable or
personal experiences for consumers, often in unconventional ways
and with very few marketing resources. Activities or events are often
staged in public places and then word of mouth is spread online to
increase brand and product awareness.
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The marketing mix of banking and
financial services in the digital era

Banking and financial services worldwide have been relatively slow to change in the digital era.
This has been partly due to the well-established position of the main, traditional organisations
involved, strict legal guidelines that must be followed by organisations operating in this industry
and concerns over the security of sensitive customer data. However, in the past five to ten years,
more and more organisations have adapted their traditional, non-digital marketing mixes to
keep up with changing times and a changing market.
Responding to customer demand, expectation and increased competition
Banks have held some of the highest loyalty ratings of many organisations among its customers
in the past. However, this is often not through a sense of strong brand identity or an affinity that
the customer feels for a particular bank, but because of the perceived difficulties in switching
for customers. The change of details, withdrawal of funds, notifying other organisations where
they might now be taking money from or depositing money to (in the case of wages for example)
have made it a demanding and unappealing task to change bank accounts or financial services
provider. Customer perception has changed significantly in recent times however, and the
increase of digital tools that provide information and facilitate switching has accelerated this
change. Customers no longer expect to have to travel to a bank or spend long waiting times
on the phone to perform minor account actions. They also want information regarding their
accounts on demand.
Although online only banks have had mixed success in the industry, the increase in these services
has put additional pressure on banks and financial services. Added to this, the increase in price
aggregators that allow customers to easily compare interest rates of different bank accounts or
the benefits of different insurance packages, means it has never been so important for these
organisations to adapt their marketing mix to appeal more to existing customers and particularly
to attract new ones.
The new marketing mix for banks and financial services
Many services that previously required the customer to visit a branch can now be conducted
online through the bank’s website or dedicated app. Both the product and place elements of the
marketing mix have thus been adapted to suit the customers’ needs. Many banks will now offer
an ‘online only’ option for their financial products introducing a change in price for the customer
also. In addition, this increases the global reach of their product since customers will never
actually have to be present to use this product. With increasing transparency of information on
pricing and tools that facilitate ‘switching’ for customers, banks have started to offer more nonprice incentives, such as loyalty points and online rewards which can be converted to products
with third party partners, such as travel and leisure organisations. Increased transparency has
also led to many customers questioning what banks are doing with their money and are more
concerned with ethical funding and investments that banks make. In response, many banks have
funded or sponsored charitable organisations or educational projects to show themselves in a
positive light and improve their reputation. Banks can also promote their green credentials by
encouraging consumers to switch to paperless billing saving on their costs in the process.
Although many of these recent changes in the financial services sector has generally been
reactive rather than pro-active, there are undoubted benefits to organisations making these
changes. As well as dissuading customers to switch their banks, fixed costs and overheads in
terms of physical branches can be reduced as there is less need for them. Staffing costs also
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decrease since many services can be automated using digital technologies. Banks and financial
service providers now also have greater access to information on their customers’ habits and
behaviour, which can help them to better understand the market as well as identify new market
segments. Conversations about their organisation can be followed on social media to track their
reputation and to provide greater opportunities for improved customer service.
The future of financial services
So, what does the future for the financial services sector hold? Perhaps one of the most
interesting potential changes on the horizon for the banking and financial sector is the rise of
cryptocurrencies and their use around the world. There is still a lot of public misunderstanding
around cryptocurrencies and they are still in their infancy and incredibly volatile. However,
the fact they are still being talked about suggests they can no longer be considered just a fad.
Cryptocurrencies offer a digital alternative to standard currencies and have a decentralised
control through a publicly distributed ledger technology. This removes control from the
central banking system altogether and many major organisations have already suggested this
could disrupt the traditional banking and financial sector forever. The response of the world’s
largest financial organisations would suggest that they too are unsure as to the future impact
of cryptocurrency. Some have offered free cryptocurrency accounts to their customers, whilst
others have threatened to terminate accounts of customers who have been using these digital
currencies in their transactions.

3.2

Push and pull marketing techniques

One of the key changes brought about by the characteristics of digital media is the move from push marketing
to pull marketing. Push marketing is when the firm communicates directly with the consumer, for example
to advertise a new product or when entering a new market. Pull marketing is when the consumer actively
seeks out information about the product, for example via social media or user reviews. Although the change
from push to pull has already been happening with the growth of market oriented organisations and customer
relationship management, they have been accelerated by the increase in digital technologies and consumer
access to digital media. The key difference between push and pull marketing is the direction of information
flow between the organisation and the consumer.

Push marketing
Push media communications are mainly in one direction only, from the organisation to the consumer, either
directly or indirectly (for example through a retailer). Traditional media channels such as television and radio are
good examples of push media. The push promotional strategy involves taking the product, or information about
that product, directly to the consumer making sure they are aware of the ability of that product to fulfil their
needs. Push marketing is typified by a high advertising spend or negotiation with suppliers of the organisation’s
products in the supply chain. For example, an organisation can negotiate with a retailer to stock their product in
shops with prominent advertising displays and trained sales staff thereby ‘pushing’ the message and information
about their product to consumers. Other forms of push tactics could be packaging design or advertising to
encourage purchase, promotional campaigns or discounts, trade show promotions to stimulate retailer
demand and direct selling to consumers through direct marketing techniques. Digital media can still be used
for push marketing. Banner ads are a good example of this although there is often a particular reason why a
consumer would be seeing the banner ad in the first place which may involve some interaction on their part.
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Pull marketing
Pull media and pull marketing, sometimes referred to as ‘inbound marketing’, is when the consumer is proactive
in seeking out a solution to their needs. Consumer access to digital media has made communication much more
of a two-way process between consumers and organisations. Interactions with a particular organisation, brand
or product can be encouraged with advertising but most of these interactions would be through content, search
and social media marketing (SMM). Pull marketing tactics might include blogs and vlogs, word of mouth
referrals via online customer reviews, search engine optimisation (SEO) to increase the visibility of the
organisation’s website, customer relationship management and online promotions and events. An example
of how push and pull strategies can differ is shown in the figure below.
For this example in pull marketing the consumer researches and seeks out the products based upon
information or promotional campaigns they have seen online. After purchasing is complete, the retailer will
then decide what products to stock based upon the level of demand. In push marketing the organisation would
make their products more visible via the retailer. The retailer would then encourage the consumer to buy these
products as a result of the sales process or promotions run by the retailer. The consumer then makes their
purchase decision in the short term with little research or interaction. Both push and pull marketing have a
number of advantages and disadvantages and some of these are shown in the table below.
Advantages

Disadvantages

PUSH
MARKETING

• Organisation has control of the
message.
• Organisation decides what products to
supply.

• High spend on advertising.
• Need to define and target market.

PULL
MARKETING

• Advertising budget is reduced.
• Consumers are already looking for
information so less work is needed by
firms to find them.

• Organisation loses control of the
message.
• Producer has to respond quickly to
demand.

Push marketing

Firm

Retailer

Encourage to
stock products

Adverts

Sales and
advertising

Consumer

Consumer
purchase
decision

Pull marketing

Online

Consumer

Retailer

Advertising and
promotions

Researching
information

Stock based
on demand

Figure 3.2 Push and pull marketing

Firm
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Generally speaking, although digital media has led to more pull marketing, it is still important to run a
mixture of both types for maximum effect. Advertising or promotional activities should still be run online to
encourage consumers to interact with the organisation. This will then aid them to research and make a decision
about purchasing the product they are interested in. A good example of this is to encourage consumers to visit
an organisation’s website and ask them to opt-in to an email list when they do so. This email can then be used
to push information to consumers on a time or event triggered basis. This mixture of push and pull marketing
is most likely to yield the best results.

Examination Tip
In extended answer examination questions it won’t always be as straightforward as recognising
that an organisation using traditional marketing methods should switch to digital marketing.
It should be about what is appropriate in the situation described. In some cases, traditional
marketing, such as push channels like TV and radio, would be perfectly appropriate for the target
market and digital would play an important but different role. In any instance your choice of
channel and marketing should always be justified in the context of the information you are given.

Case Study 3.2

Push vs Pull marketing strategies

There are instances when it seems easy to determine when to use push marketing and when to
use pull marketing tactics. Push marketing could generally be thought to be most useful when
trying to sell a new product or enter a new market, possibly a niche market. Then, when nobody
knows about your product, it makes sense to use push marketing to spread the word, send the
message and make people aware of it. When the consumer understands what they are looking
for and conducts their own research online, or if the perception of the company or brand is
important, then pull marketing is generally a better tactic.
In digital marketing, social media platforms are generally seen as push media whereas search
engines and informational content like blogs are generally seen as pull media. However, some
recent data shows a picture that is much less black and white. Some studies suggest that pull
media converts 68% more customers than push media across all products. Pull media converts
at higher rates for new products than push media. Then again, in the US, websites have 43% of
their traffic from direct advertising on social media, compared to 35% from web search engines.
To confuse matters even more, push media is generally far cheaper than pull media. A typical
amount to pay-per-click (PPC) on push media might be as little as $0.5 per click. This is compared
to pull media which can be as much as $25 per click for search keywords. It could also be argued
that push media, although not directly contributing to sales as much as pull media, raises
awareness and keeps the brand in the consumers’ minds which can then contribute to the pull
media effect.
It can be very difficult to measure the success of these different tactics accurately. The most
important thing, as always, is to understand your market. Know your customer, put yourself in
their place and try to determine what combination of push and pull marketing would be most
appropriate for their needs.
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Chapter 3 Summary
What you have learned:
• The main elements of the marketing mix (the 4Ps) – Product, Price, Promotion and Place.
• How the 4Ps can be used in digital marketing campaigns and the interrelationship between
them.
• Push and pull marketing tactics and their advantages and disadvantages.

Activities
3.1

3.2

Draw a circle around the element of the marketing mix on the right-hand side of the table below which
matches the marketing activity on the left-hand side (the first one has been done for you).
Marketing activity

Element of the marketing mix (the 4Ps)

Offering digital information and transaction
services to existing customers

PRODUCT/PRICE/PROMOTION/PLACE

Merchandising and sponsorship

PRODUCT/PRICE/PROMOTION/PLACE

Disintermediation

PRODUCT/PRICE/PROMOTION/PLACE

Subscriptions

PRODUCT/PRICE/PROMOTION/PLACE

Syndication

PRODUCT/PRICE/PROMOTION/PLACE

Location based marketing

PRODUCT/PRICE/PROMOTION/PLACE

The box below contains a list of different types of primary and secondary data sources. Complete the
table below by linking the correct source to the type of data.
The first one has been done for you.
Focus groups
Newspapers
Interviews
Questionnaires
Social media
PRIMARY DATA

SECONDARY
DATA

Example: focus groups

Mystery shoppers
Market reports
Official statistics
Data companies
Company accounts
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Practice questions
3.1

An organisation selling classic cars and car parts, which has no previous online presence, has made the
decision to offer digital services to its existing customers. Explain two ways that the digital marketing
mix could be used to help the organisation. You may choose any two elements of the marketing mix but
they must be different elements.
(4)

1 ............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
2 ............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
3.2

A fashion retail business is looking to enter a new market by creating a clothes line for teenagers and
young adults. This is a market that the organisation has not previously sold to.
Suggest one pull and one push marketing tactic that could be used in this situation. You must justify your
answer.
(6)
Push marketing tactic

...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
Pull marketing tactic
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
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...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................

CHAPTER 4
DIGITAL MARKETING
ANALYTICS

Learning Objectives
4.1 Market research
Understand the purpose of market research, the digital methods of
collecting research data and the advantages and disadvantages of each.
4.2 Measuring the success of digital marketing activities
Understand how and why organisations measure the success of digital
marketing activities and the key metrics and performance indicators
they use, and be able to select data in a given context to interpret the
success of digital marketing activities and provide recommendations.
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Market research

Here we present some of the ways in which digital technologies can aid the market research process. These
range from determining the effectiveness of an organisation’s website to monitoring competitor activity. There
is no doubt that the increased use of digital technologies and the Internet as a communication tool has made
market research significantly easier. However, the digital marketer still needs to be aware of some of the
potential problems when using digital means of conducting market research. Many of these techniques have
advantages and disadvantages, and these are discussed in more detail below.

Primary digital sources
Keyword research
This enables the marketer to see what words and phrases consumers are searching for in Internet search engines.
The advantage of this is that it can be used to monitor competitor activity, it is low cost and directly relates to
what customers are looking for. However, it can be very technical and log files can be very long; it is not based
around specific marketing objectives and it needs to be analysed and interpreted carefully to gain any useful
marketing information.
Web analytics
This refers to the general analysis of Internet data to acquire information about the consumer’s use of the
organisation’s website. Web analytics are easier to understand than server based log files, they count all users
individually and can be easily customised. However, they can be expensive and complicated, and the marketer
is responsible for defining the criteria and interpreting data.
Blog comments
This means reading the blogs of consumers and Internet users to determine their feelings towards a particular
product, brand or organisation. Comments are generally unbiased and honest, can help to spot a possible gap
in the market or market segments and can indirectly analyse competitor activity. However, there is no control
over the source, it can be a very time consuming activity and the comments may contain a lot of superfluous
information.
Online surveys, questionnaires and polls
The online equivalent of customer surveys and questionnaires to obtain data from a target market sample (see
Chapter 3). Overall, online surveys, questionnaires and polls are much cheaper than the non-digital equivalent,
they can record customer satisfaction and can record demographic data. However, there is less control over
responses and there may be errors as a result. The sample may also be biased if only unhappy customers are
willing to complete online surveys, for example.
Online focus groups
The online equivalent of customer focus groups (see Chapter 3). They are easy to create online and require
minimal cost. The downside is that they are difficult to control and moderate, and there is the possibility of
data bias.
Electronic mystery shoppers
Mystery shoppers for online retailers. This can give detailed feedback, suitable for analysing competition and
can be set up across multiple channels. However, it is relatively expensive to recruit mystery shoppers and there
is also the possibility of data bias (for example, the ‘shopper’ may not be a typical customer).
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Secondary digital sources
Online reviews
Online user generated reviews for products, brands or organisations. They can give detailed feedback, which is
suitable for analysing competition. They are also generally unbiased with honest consumer opinions. However,
as there is no control over the source of the information, the information may sometimes be biased, for example,
‘unhappy’ customers can be difficult to obtain quantitative data for analysis.
Other secondary sources of data have their digital equivalents but the techniques for accessing this data do
not change significantly. For example, newspapers, reports and journals all have digital versions available.
However, the digital marketer can simply access this data online rather than obtaining physical copies of these
sources. As these are secondary data sources, the main interaction on the part of the marketer is how they obtain
and access that information rather than collect it. These specific digital techniques, along with those already
mentioned in Chapter 3, give the digital marketer a complete electronic toolkit with which to conduct market
research. The tables below summarise which of these techniques already mentioned are suitable for certain
market research questions that we have considered in sections 3.1 and 4.1.
Primary digital sources

Suitable areas of market research

WEB ANALYTICS

Data for many different areas of market research can be collected using
web analytics.

KEYWORD RESEARCH

•
•
•
•

SOCIAL MEDIA

Data for many different areas of market research can be collected using
social media.

ONLINE SURVEYS,
QUESTIONNAIRES AND
POLLS

•
•
•
•

Possible market segments
Possible gaps in the market
Customer satisfaction
Consumer/buyer behaviour

ONLINE INTERVIEWS

•
•
•
•

Possible market segments
Possible gaps in the market
Customer satisfaction
Consumer/buyer behaviour

ONLINE FOCUS GROUPS

• Possible market segments
• Possible gaps in the market
• Consumer/buyer behaviour

BLOG COMMENTS

Data for many different areas of market research can be collected by
reading blog comments.

Competitors and their activities
Possible market segments
Possible gaps in the market
Consumer/buyer behaviour
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Secondary digital sources

Suitable areas of market research

DATA COMPANIES

Data for many different areas of market research can be collected using
data companies.

ONLINE NEWSPAPERS

• Market size, structure and trends
• Competitors and their activities

REPORTS OR
E-JOURNALS

• Market size, structure and trends
• Competitors and their activities

OFFICIAL STATISTICS

•
•
•
•

PROFESSIONAL BODIES

• Market size, structure and trends
• Competitors and their activities
• Possible gaps in the market

INDUSTRY, SECTOR AND
MARKET REPORTS

•
•
•
•

GOVERNMENT DATA
AND REPORTS

• Market size, structure and trends
• Competitors and their activities
• Possible market segments

ONLINE REVIEWS

•
•
•
•

Market size, structure and trends
Competitors and their activities
Possible market segments
Possible gaps in the market

Market size, structure and trends
Competitors and their activities
Possible market segments
Possible gaps in the market

Competitors and their activities
Possible market segments
Possible gaps in the market
Customer satisfaction

Examination Tip
This section emphasises the role of digital technologies in market research. In your examination
you will be expected to understand the general principles of market research but there should
always be a focus on the use of digital technologies. As such we strongly suggest reading sections
3.1 and 4.1 together to gain a holistic understanding of market research in digital marketing.

4.2

Measuring the success of digital marketing activities

The most successful companies that conduct digital marketing will attach great importance to having a clear
plan for continuously monitoring the success of those activities against some stated performance indicators.
Chapter 1 highlighted some of the important marketing objectives that the digital marketer may want to achieve
based upon higher organisational goals. Chapters 2 and 3 went on to analyse the digital marketing environment
and explained how marketers might achieve their objectives in practice by considering different digital
marketing channels and using them effectively. The digital marketing process is not complete however unless
there is some means to monitor and measure marketing activities to determine if they are having the desired
effect. Only then can marketers be sure that their plan and strategy is appropriate in achieving their objectives.
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Reasons for measuring the success of digital marketing activities
There are many reasons for measuring digital marketing activities but we will focus on two of the most
important. The first of these is for the continuous refinement and adaptation of digital marketing activities.
As already mentioned the world of digital marketing changes swiftly. A successful digital strategy today may be
left wanting tomorrow. Processes should be put in place to continuously improve the performance of the digital
channels that are being used by an organisation. Changes in consumer behaviour, data protection legislation,
changing technologies and many more dynamic factors can mean that an existing digital marketing strategy
is no longer as effective or even viable in some cases. Continuous monitoring of digital marketing activities
can ensure that plans can be adapted and changed if necessary to cater for these changing internal and external
factors. This may mean selecting new channels if the campaign is not having the desired effect or placing more
emphasis on one channel over another.
The switching of digital marketing channels can highlight a second important reason why it is necessary
to monitor the success of marketing activities and that is to ensure that pre-allocated budgets are being
met. Budgets are normally set for fixed periods of time, for example yearly, but there may not be such fixed
timeframes if marketers are required to react quickly to changing internal and external factors. Continuous
monitoring of digital marketing activities will ensure that budgets are allocated accordingly and help to ensure
budgets are met across the overall marketing spend. There should be a certain amount of flexibility in the
budgets of digital marketing activities to match the fluid nature of most payment options that marketers have in
their choice of marketing tools. However, this is likely to be at the level of individual marketing purchases and
unlikely to cover the total budget so this needs to be regularly reviewed to ensure that marketing activities are
operating within the overall budgetary constraints. In digital marketing, this is further complicated by the range
of payment options for certain types of channel. For example, in pay-per-click (PPC) or paid search marketing,
there are a range of different options available when bidding for keywords. Some premium keywords and
phrases can be comparatively very expensive and big organisations with big budgets will drive the price of
these keywords up to a level that many smaller organisations cannot afford. If a premium keyword strategy
is selected, then there needs to be monitoring of that strategy to ensure that conversion rates are acceptably
high otherwise the digital marketer may soon find themselves running out of budget with little to show for it
in return. Success in digital marketing can take a long time to achieve and tends to be a cumulative process
over time. If plans and strategies are curtailed because the total budget has been misallocated then the digital
marketer may not get the chance to gain the full rewards of a long-term strategy.

Digital marketing analytics tools
Web analytics
There are a number of tools at the digital marketer’s disposal when it comes to analysing the success of digital
marketing activities. These will collect, analyse and present information which the digital marketer can use to
determine success. Generally speaking, all of these tools will perform web analytics. Web analytics is defined
by the Digital Analytics Association as ‘the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of internet data
for the purposes of understanding and optimising web usage’ (2008). Whilst this is a very general definition,
the implication shouldn’t be that web analytics are just used for measuring web traffic but also as a means to
improve the effectiveness of a website. Web analytics also consider incoming traffic from external sources so
often take into account the performance of digital channels other than just the website itself.
Aggregators
Among the options available to the digital marketer, aggregators are tools that can collect, collate and analyse
data from a wide variety of sources. Summaries of data can therefore be presented in the form of new data
rather than static reports and this aggregated data can form the basis of additional statistical analysis or merged
with other datasets. This can be within an individual organisation collating data and information from different
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systems and software or even across whole industries and sectors (this is a service that many data companies,
mentioned in Chapter 3, will perform). There are many companies that offer data aggregation services to
integrate clients’ data and perform analyses for organisations. This can be beneficial if an organisation has
a large amount of data from a variety of sources both internal and external to the organisation. However,
aggregators can be used on a much smaller scale within just the organisation itself.
Dashboards
Another digital marketing tool often used in conjunction with web analytics in general and data aggregation in
more specific cases is the use of dashboards. Dashboards are dynamic, visual reports which provide at-a-glance
views of metrics and key performance indicators (KPIs) relevant to an organisation’s objectives. These are
usually displayed as a web page or in a standalone application that is linked to a database so that the dashboard
can be continuously updated according to user specifications. Obviously the more time sensitive the data is,
the more frequently it should be updated to allow the marketer to react quickly to the information given. There
are many different types of dashboards available; from free dashboards such as Cyfe, WeChat analytics and
various dashboards based around Google Analytics as well as paid for versions which will often offer free trials
such as IBM, Scoro and GoSquared. Some example dashboards are shown in figure 4.1 below.
Most of these dashboards are customisable to highlight the metrics that are important to your business
but the marketer should research the options available and pick the one that they feel fits the best with the
information that is most relevant to their digital marketing monitoring and measurement plan.
The main benefit of dashboards is that they summarise a lot information on one page which allows for
quick analysis of the main metrics and KPIs to be done. The marketer can then do a deep dive into the aspects
that appear to be most relevant given the objectives they are trying to achieve. Many dashboards will allow
more detailed reports to be generated on the items of interest allowing for more detailed analysis from the
initial overview. The dashboard will allow the monitoring of multiple digital channels to see which ones are
performing well and which are not, and the data visualisations can range from simple pie charts and bar graphs
to more complicated metrics and statistical analyses so that both managers and marketers alike can benefit from
viewing them. This enables trends, patterns and potential outliers to be easily recognisable and can measure
efficiencies or inefficiencies in marketing spend across multiple channels. Overall this can save time compared
to preparing data for viewing or running multiple systems to get the information that the marketer needs.
When selecting a digital marketing analytics tool there are a number of considerations that should be taken
into account. As well as the different costs associated with different tools (some very good services are free
whereas others can cost hundreds of thousands of dollars a year for popular sites) there are important aspects
which can help the digital marketer to decide which tool is right for them.
•

Firstly, it is important that the software integrates with existing data sources and other marketing
software. The whole purpose of dashboard software is collate data and information in one place so if
there are integration issues then this becomes much more of a problem.

•

The next consideration is how accurate the data collection and collation is. For example, some dashboard
software will only present an overview on samples of data and the smaller the sample, the less accurate
it will be (see Chapter 3).

•

Another consideration is how much of the customer journey is represented on the dashboard. In some
cases data will be presented on a ‘last click wins’ basis meaning that the penultimate channel that a user
clicks through to a website from will be highlighted as the referring channel. However, if their journey
started on social media then this result will be misleading.

•

Next is the type of visualisations used and customisation options. In Chapter 3 we considered some
different types of data visualisation and the digital marketer should decide which are the most important
to them and ensure that any dashboards they use can represent data in that way.
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Finally, an important consideration is the security of the data being presented. It goes without saying
that any customer data will fall under data protection and privacy laws and so the digital marketer
should ensure that any dashboard software they use complies with the same legislation.

Key performance metrics
As well as the rationale for continuous monitoring and measurement, and which tools to use, the digital marketer
needs to decide on the measurement framework to determine if their activities have been successful. This
means choosing the specific digital marketing metrics that must be measured in order to determine success.
In this section we present a number of digital marketing metrics that can be measured across websites, email
marketing and social media. Successful use of digital marketing analytics relies not just upon knowing what
these metrics are but in understanding the best way of combining them to give the digital marketer valuable
information about consumer behaviour. Therefore, in this section we will start by presenting a list of some of
the most common metrics across these channels along with a brief description and then discuss how they can
be used to give valuable information to the digital marketer.
Website metrics
The company website is still one of the most prominent digital marketing channels for any organisation. As
such, there are a number of important metrics that can be measured when monitoring the success of the website.
In the following table we present some of the most relevant metrics along with a brief description and some
suggestions as to how they should be used.

Website metrics
• Hit rate

• Download rate

• Visits

• Visitor origin

• Unique visitors

• Time of day

• Bounce rate

• Top page views

• Exit rate

• Pages per visit (PPV)

• Dwell time

• Daily active users (DAU)

• Click-through rate (CTR)

• Monthly active users (MAU)

•

Hit rate – A slightly misleading metric, a ‘hit’ occurs when a file is requested from a web server. As
single-web pages usually consist of multiple files (for example text, images, audio and so on), one page
view can receive multiple hits so the hit rate on its own overestimates popularity.

•

Visits (total) – A more accurate assessment of website popularity, this refers to the total number of visits

•

Unique visitors – A visitor is identified as unique through a combination of their computer and browser,
and a cookie is used to record their activity on a website over a defined time period (this could be days,
weeks or even months). This can remove duplicate records if the time period is long enough whereas
visits have a much shorter time out period. It is important to note that the same person accessing the
website from a different computer or browser would be classified as another unique visitor.

•

Bounce rate – This is the percentage of single-page visits compared to total visits where a visitor
leaves the page without any other clicks on that page.

by unique users in a given time. One visit can constitute a single-page view or hundreds and the visit is
considered finished when there has been no activity for a set amount of time, for example 30 minutes.
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•

Exit rate – This is the percentage of visits to an individual page where that page is the final interaction

•

Dwell time – This is the length of time that a visitor spends on a page before returning to the search

•

Click-through rate (CTR) – This is the proportion of visitors who click on a specific link to access a

•

Download rates – This is the proportion of visitors who download a specific file from a website.

•

Visitor origin (country/region) – As it suggests, this is a record of where the visitor is accessing the

•

Time of day – As it suggests, this records the time of day that a site is accessed. This can be used to time

that visitor makes. This is a metric applied to a single page rather than the website as a whole.

engine results page or performing another action on the site. A high dwell time can indicate that a
visitor is consuming all of the content on a particular page. Dwell time is one way of measuring the
‘stickiness’ of a website although other measures exist as well. Dwell time can be difficult to measure
as most analytics tools rely upon the visitor performing another action that can be recorded. A user who
opens a web page and then leaves their browser open for hours or simply closes the tab or window will
not be recorded.

website. For example, if you have an advert on paid search, then the CTR would be the number of clicks
the ad receives/the number of times your ad is shown.

website from usually recorded via the visitor’s IP address. This can be used to redirect visitors to certain
domestic versions of your site or to restrict certain regions from accessing your site.

live webinars or other live online events to be at the most convenient time for your customers.

•

Top page views – This records the number of views by page ranking the highest first. This can help

•

Pages per visit (PPV) – This measures how many pages a visitor views on a website during one visit.

•

Daily active users (DAU) – This measures how many unique visitors visit the website daily. This can
also be used as a measure of stickiness and is often used by social media platforms or websites where

you to determine the most popular or relevant pages on your site and modify your content accordingly.

This is usually calculated as an average so PPV = the total number of page views divided by the total
number of visitors.

digital products are available, for example streaming media services to indicate their popularity.
•

Monthly active users (MAU) – This measures the number of unique visitors in a 30-day period. Again
this can be used as a measure of stickiness or popularity.

Email metrics
Although there has been a shift away from email marketing in recent years, it is still one of the most prevalent
means of marketing communications and a range of tools that automate many features in-mail marketing
means that there is still plenty of life left in this channel. Here are some of the most common metrics associated
with email.
Email metrics
• Open rates

• Times opened

• Bounce backs

• Read rate

• Unsubscribes

• Click-through rate (CTR)

•

Open rates – This is a measure of how many people open an email as a percentage of those on a

mailing list. It can be used to measure the success of an email campaign.
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Bounce backs – This is a measure of how many email messages are sent back to your account after

the failure to deliver an email that you have sent. This is usually an indication that an email address is
incorrect and needs to be updated or removed from a database. Some email clients give users the facility
to block emails and a bounce back may be received by the sender in this case.

•

Unsubscribes – This measures when a user on your mailing list declines to receive further email
communications from you. In many countries it is a legal requirement to give users the option of
unsubscribing from marketing communications.

•

Times opened – This shows the time an email was opened by a recipient. It can be a useful indication
of when best to send emails to get a favourable and quick response from customers.

•

Read rate – This measures the number of emails marked as ‘read’ out of all the emails sent. This is
more accurate than open rate and can be a good indicator of user engagement.

•

Click-through rate (CTR) – This is the proportion of visitors who click on a specific link within an email
to access something outside of it, for example a webpage.

Social media metrics
The increased use of social media has made this channel increasingly important to digital marketers. It is often
very difficult to measure the success of social media as a digital marketing channel as purchase decisions tend
not to be made on the platforms themselves. However, there are a number of common metrics that are worth
consideration.
Social media metrics
• Views

• Hashtag usage

• Shares

• Emoticons

• Followers

•

•

Views – The number of times a social media page has been viewed. Can be used as a measure of

customer interest and popularity but given the casual nature of most social media viewing, this is not
the most accurate metric to use.
Shares – The number of times a page or comment is shared can be an indicator of popularity.

However, people also share items they don’t like and on social media it is possible to gain negative
word of mouth as well as positive so it is also important to monitor the reasons why users are sharing
content.

•

Followers – As with shares this can be an indicator of popularity. A follower could be a customer or

•

Hashtag uses – Hashtags can be used to improve your searchability on social media networks. Users

•

Emoticons – It may seem unusual to many marketers but using emoticons on social media messages
can increase user engagement by up to 25%. This of course has to be in keeping with the image of

simply someone who is interested in finding out what an organisation has to say. Whilst the number of
followers does not necessarily translate to success in achieving marketing objectives, the more followers
you have the more people are guaranteed to see your marketing messages.
will often search for hashtags in the same way they might use a search engine. You can also use hashtags
to start a conversation relating to your product or brand and become an important contributor to that
conversation. Be careful with the use of hashtags however as some research has shown that user
engagement decreases if hashtags are overused on social media posts.
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the company but for many organisations it can make them seem more approachable and friendly. You
can also track what emoticons are being used in conversations about your organisation to obtain an
overview of consumer sentiment.
Interpretation of digital marketing metrics
With all of these metrics it is important to realise that no one value or figure in isolation can be a measure of
success. Marketing objectives are far more complex than simply having a high number of website visitors. For
example, the click-through rate from an ad to a website could be very high but if this then fails to turn into a
purchase decision or lead generation then the validity of the channel has to be questioned. The next section
on key performance indicators and Case Study 4.1 will help you to gain a better understanding of how some
companies use these metrics to measure success.

Key performance indicators (KPIs)
To conclude this section we take a look at some common key performance indicators (KPIs) that can be used to
determine the success of digital marketing activities. Some performance indicators can be determined directly
from the metrics mentioned above but in most cases it will be a combination of metrics and measured against
budget allocations and marketing objectives. These measurements can vary from organisation to organisation
but here we highlight three of the most common KPIs that can be used.
Return on investment (ROI)
Profitability is always the aim of any online business activity and so a financial measure such as return on
investment (ROI) is always going to be a key measure. A simple ROI measures the gains from investment
minus the cost of that investment as a proportion of the cost of investment. So the ROI formula is as follows:
Return of investment (ROI) formula
ROI =

gains from investment – cost of investment
cost of investment

This is a very simple calculation to make and as it is measured as a percentage it is very easy to compare
to other ROIs across the business as a whole. For example, let’s suppose an organisation invested $1m into a
digital marketing social media campaign. As a result the organisation measured that they gained $1.25 in profit
so the return on investment would be as follows.

ROI =

$1.25m – $1m
$250,000
=
= 25%
$1m
$1,000,000

This can now be compared with the ROI from other channels to determine which channels are more
profitable. However, some of the main issues with ROI is that comparison may be made with investments of
a different size which may naturally yield greater returns. This can be especially true with digital marketing,
which is perceived as less expensive than traditional marketing channels and so often does not enjoy the kind
of big budgets reserved for traditional channels such as television. ROI also does not take into account the time
difference between investments but its simplicity still makes it a popular and common KPI to use. There is no
objective percentage that is considered ‘good’ or ‘bad’ (although a negative ROI should give any investor cause
for concern). Rather the ROI should be measured against investor expectations and pre-agreed targets.
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Customer satisfaction and engagement
Although they may seem very similar, customer satisfaction and customer engagement measure are slightly
different things and the distinction is important to make clear. Customer engagement measures how customers
are responding to your digital marketing communications. It is more of an objective measure that could be
determined by click-through rates from targeted emails or adverts, dwell time and pages-per-visit (PPV) on
websites. Engagement does not imply satisfaction however but merely enough interest to be interacting with
the marketing message. However, it can be a good indicator of the likelihood of future purchase decisions,
which can then lead to customer satisfaction. A high engagement has an increased likelihood of resulting
in a purchase so it can be very useful to measure at the beginning of the relationship between customer and
organisation. Greater interaction at this stage of the relationship with the customer is more likely to result
in higher engagement and so adding dynamic functionality to websites or directly communicating with the
customer at this stage can help to improve engagement.
Customer satisfaction is measured more accurately once a purchase has been made by a customer and requires
active feedback from the customer to measure. It therefore requires direct interaction with the customer in the
form of online surveys, emails requesting opinions and other means of gaining direct feedback. It is less of
an objective measure and overall customer satisfaction can be very limited in terms of telling the organisation
how to act upon the results. If a customer is not satisfied with an organisation’s products then the organisation
should want to know why and not just that they weren’t satisfied. This qualitative information is vital if the
organisation is to improve its customer satisfaction rating. Similarly, even a high customer satisfaction rating
provides limited understanding of what the customer was satisfied with. It could be that the customer is satisfied
by features of the product that the organisation is about to change. It can be easy for an organisation not to
look beyond the rating if the rating is positive but it is just as important to understand why it is positive. High
customer satisfaction however is more likely to result in positive word of mouth and recommendations and this
could be incentivised by the organisation if it is taken advantage of. As with many of these measures the most
effective approach is to use both in combination and continuously monitor them for any important changes that
affect the business.
Customer trends
As mentioned throughout this book, customer trends have been changing rapidly over the last decade or so as
a reflection of the increased access to digital technologies and the sophistication of those technologies. Careful
monitoring of the digital marketing channels that are successful in a digital marketing campaign can help to
spot future trends and enable marketers to be prepared for further changes ahead. For example, in the past
12 months, video has been ever more popular with consumers on the Internet. Over a billion hours of video
are watched every day on YouTube and the number is only likely to increase. This means that over the past
12 months, digital marketers will have noticed hit rates on web pages containing videos increasing as well as
dwell times on those pages. Understanding what content is being consumed most on your website can be a
strong indicator of these future trends. The device that content is being consumed on is also important and an
indication of future customer trends. Around 90% of all Twitter video views are on smartphones with more than
half of YouTube videos also viewed using these devices.
Another recent trend is the increase in trust and respect gained by an organisation through earned media. As
consumers are increasingly suspicious of marketing messages, they are more likely to respond to people they
trust and respect. As such, earned media, through social media conversations and positive customer reviews,
is yielding greater results for organisations. This could be predicted by greater conversions from social media
rather than email or a higher CTR from adverts on aggregator or comparison sites.
Finally, the impact of chatbots (discussed further in Chapter 2) and automated messaging cannot be
underestimated as a customer service tool especially if the target market is the 18-34 age group, often referred
to as ‘millennials’. Recent research has shown that around 70% of millennial users who interacted with a
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chatbot on a company website were happy with their experience. Customer engagement can be seen to be much
higher on websites with chatbots and dwell time is significantly increased. Unless an organisation can afford
large numbers of staff to interact with their website visitors in real time, these automated messaging interfaces
are the next best thing and the number of organisations using them will undoubtedly increase in the future.

Examination Tip
Digital marketing analytics and metrics should not be considered in isolation. It is important to
be able to perform calculations of these metrics but even more important to interpret what they
mean and whether they are indicators of success according to the criteria that has been set.
It is often a combination of metrics, measured against existing objectives, that will determine
whether the digital marketing activities have been successful or not. Read the information given
in extended answer questions carefully to make sure you understand what would be considered
a success.

Case Study 4.1

Analysing web traffic effectively with
Google Analytics

Whilst there are many web analytics options available to the digital marketer, Google Analytics
retains its position as the most widely used analytics suite around. Its relative simplicity for
the casual user and yet powerful features for more sophisticated use make it popular among
many small to medium businesses. Other analytics suites offer greater integration with existing
systems but given that the basic version of Google Analytics is free, it can be a good starting point
for the digital marketer to understand the world of web analytics.
Google has been very active in acquiring other technology companies. In 2005 it bought Urchin
Software Corporation and acquired its intellectual property allowing it to develop a set of online
analytics tools to be used alongside its AdWords service. Google Analytics was launched to a
mainstream audience in 2006.
Whilst there are many metrics available in Google Analytics there are a number of measures that
enable the digital marketer to make sense of the data available to view in the dashboard.
Channel promotion
This measures the quantity and quality of the source of a customer’s visit to a website. It considers
which adverts, social media pages, links or other means a visitor has interacted with in order to
end up at the website. It can also look at the keywords used if a customer has come directly from
the search engine results page (SERP). A key measure here is the referral mix. This measures
the number of referrals from a particular channel as a percentage of all referrals. This can be an
indicator of how well a channel is performing but again remember that a visit to a website does
not necessarily result in a purchase and so other measures such as contribution to sales can
complement this measure.
Channel buyer behaviour
This will analyse what a customer does once they are on your website, what content they will
access and ultimately if their visit will lead to a purchase decision. Interacting with customers on
site and asking them to register or subscribe to an email list can also help to build up a customer
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profile giving the organisation valuable information for market research. Key ratios to measure
here are bounce rates for different pages, dwell time and pages per visit (PPV).
Channel outcomes
Even if a customer does make a purchase straight away from your website the outcomes of
their visit are important to analyse. Customer registrations or subscriptions can be useful to
monitor as well as requests for further information or interactions with dynamic content or
chatbots. Different types of conversion rates can be measured here (conversion does not have
to be a purchase) such as the percentage of email subscriptions to the total number of visitors or
percentage of website registrations to the total number of visitors. These can both signify levels
of customer engagement with a website.
Channel profitability
Ultimately the purpose of attracting customers to a website is to result in a purchase. It can be
difficult to measure how much a channel can contribute to sales especially if an organisation is
not able to sell products online. However, some measure of the contribution to sales of a digital
marketing channel is a crucial part of the digital marketer use of web analytics.
Finally, Google Analytics and most other web analytics platforms, allow for multi-channel analysis
which is important as most channels will affect each other in some way. We have already discussed
how many consumers will use their smartphones for search after having their interest stimulated
by adverts on other channels such as television. Assessing how these channels complement each
other can be difficult if there is no directly measurable path from one to another. However multichannel analysis will allow the digital marketer to try and analyse these interactions to assess
which channels work well together for the ultimate success of their campaign.

Chapter 4 Summary
What you have learned:
• How digital technologies and tools can aid the market research process.
• Reason for measuring the success of digital marketing activities.
• Tools that can be used to collect, analyse and present measures of success.
• Key digital marketing metrics that can be measured for email, websites and social media.
• Key performance indicators (KPIs) that can be used to measure progress towards marketing
objectives and organisational goals.
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Activities
4.1

Describe one advantage and one disadvantage of conducting an online survey rather than a face-to-face
survey.
Advantage

...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
Disadvantage
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
4.2

Try to find 11 web analytics metrics in the word search puzzle below (words can be in any straight line
including diagonals).
You will need to find:
•

three website metrics

•

four email metrics

•

four social media metrics
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Practice questions
4.1

An organisation is considering launching a product into a new market that it has not been in before but
one where there are existing competitors.
Explain two ways that keyword research could help the organisation conduct market research into the
new market.
(4)

1 ............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
2 ............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
4.2

A organisation has recently launched a digital marketing campaign involving email marketing and
updated their website. They have measured the following metrics before and after the campaign.
Digital marketing channel

Metric before campaign

Metric after campaign

WEBSITE

Unique visitors = 22,000

Unique visitors = 35,200

Pages per visit (PPV) = 6

Pages per visit (PPV) = 3

Open rates = 53%

Open rates = 68%

Read rate = 17%

Read rate = 28%

EMAIL

a) Calculate the percentage change in unique visitors and pages per visit (PPV) after the digital marketing
campaign. What does this suggest about customer engagement?
(3)
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
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b) Explain one reason why the number of unique visitors may have increased but the number of pages
per visit has decreased.
(2)
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................

CHAPTER 5
CHALLENGES AND
LEGAL AND ETHICAL
CONSIDERATIONS IN
DIGITAL MARKETING
Learning Objectives
5.1 Challenges in digital marketing
Understand challenges in digital marketing and how they impact on
marketing activities.
5.2 Legal and ethical issues affecting digital marketing activities
Understand legal and ethical issues and how they impact on digital
marketing activities.
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Challenges in digital marketing

Digital marketing, by the nature of the very technology it relies upon, will always be a rapidly changing
discipline. Changes in marketing practices that may have taken years or even decades before can now take just
a few months. The digital landscape is one that is constantly evolving and shows no sign of slowing down. This
means that a perfectly good digital marketing strategy can quickly become outdated and digital marketers need
to know how these changes will affect their marketing activities.
It’s also not just a case of changing technologies but also changing attitudes towards those technologies. Just
a decade ago the majority of people would probably not have felt confident about giving their financial details
online. It would have been more usual to do this over the phone. Now it is deemed perfectly normal to make
purchases from a website and online banking has been one of the largest growth areas in the service sector. The
way that people interact online, their attitudes, software and devices they use have also changed dramatically.
The modern marketer needs to keep on top of the changes that significantly affects them and their campaigns in
order to keep being successful. Below is presented some of the most prevalent challenges in digital marketing
and how they impact on marketing activities.

SEO
algorithms

Changing
digital
platforms

Cyber
security

Challenges
in digital
marketing
Large data
volumes –
‘big data’

Increase
in digital
channels
Crossplatform
data and
devices

Figure 5.1 Challenges in digital marketing

SEO algorithms
As already mentioned in Chapter 2, the algorithms that search engines use to rank their results change periodically.
This means that what web developers and marketers have done previously to make their websites more visible
in search rankings may no longer make such a difference as before. A good example of this is the importance of
keywords in website design. Previously, keywords were by far the most important element to get right in order
for certain search engines to push your site towards the top of the search rankings. However, while keywords
are still important, they are not the primary focus of many search engines anymore. Google, the world’s largest
search engine by global traffic, places much less of an emphasis on finding specific keywords but rather attempts
to understand the overall tone and scope of a website. This means that including search phrases and making
content and resources on your website that match with the search queries you think your potential customers
will be making is far more important. Keywords are still important but the focus has shifted significantly.
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It is also important to understand which search engine will be most important to you in your digital marketing
activities. Whilst Google may be the largest search engine by global traffic, it is still a relative minor in China
where Baidu has the largest volume of search traffic followed by 360 and Sogou. Baidu still places a great
deal of emphasis on keywords and their algorithm penalises websites with duplication of content far more
than many other search engines do. This is before consideration of the heavy censorship imposed by the
Chinese government implemented into the search engine. If your market is China then following Google’s SEO
algorithm rules will make you much less easy to find on Baidu. So it is all about knowing the market you are
targeting and adapting your SEO strategies not just to the search engines’ regularly changing algorithms but
also to the specific search engines most important to your market.
Changing digital platforms
There are many digital platforms that come and go as old platforms become obsolete and new digital platforms
are introduced (see Case Study 5.1). These changes are not just because of the changing technologies but also
due to the popularity of those platforms with consumers. Social media platforms are probably the clearest
example of these types of changes and platforms that were once extremely popular have now been consigned
to the history books with an ever decreasing audience as new platforms gain popularity and take their place.
One of the biggest changes in digital platforms that has arisen due to a change in the technology used is the
use of the mobile platform on smartphones. With mobile search now surpassing desktop and tablet search in the
majority of markets, it has become more important than ever to design websites and content that are optimised
for the mobile experience. This means responsive web design and optimisation for small screen viewing.
Smartphone capabilities are still below that of most laptop or desktop systems but have improved significantly
over the last decade. Also, the features that most users use their smartphones for, for example basic search and
information retrieval, does not require systems as powerful as laptops or desktops so their use in these areas is
only likely to increase.
Increase in digital channels
As mentioned above the variety of digital platforms used is changing constantly. However, generally speaking,
there is a persistent increase in the number of channels available to the digital marketer to reach their audience.
The main channels we have focused on in Chapter 2 are by far the largest and longest lasting of those currently
available. However, new channels are emerging that are catering to an increasing audience and should not
be ignored as potential ways to reach a target market in the future. The examples below are by no means an
exhaustive list but are a few channels that may provide a lot of marketing potential in the near future.
Games devices
Although primarily used for software distribution, games marketplaces such as Steam for PCs, Xbox and
PlayStation stores for consoles, and the App Store and Google Play store for Apple and Android smartphones
respectively are increasingly used by advertisers. Many games on mobile devices are free if enabled for
advertising and that gives marketers the opportunity to target an audience they think might be suitable for
their products. Although software is the main product in these marketplaces there is an increasing number of
licensing opportunities and as the channel grows there may be more opportunities for digital marketers in the
future.
Smart watches
Linked to smartphone use, these watches offer another way of getting the marketer’s message in front of the
consumer’s face. Although their use as an advertising tool has been initially restricted, if their use continues
to grow in the same way that smartphones have then it may offer another valuable channel for marketers to
exploit.
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Smart TVs
Sometimes referred to as connected TVs, these are televisions with integrated web and internet connectivity.
These devices can provide internet TV, home networking and on-demand streaming media. A proprietary
operating system is the usual interface that users will see on their smart TVs and in addition to this functionality,
additional applications can be downloaded and installed from a store much in the same way as apps are installed
on smartphones. Many normal televisions can be modified to become internet enabled through connection to
external devices such as the Amazon Fire Stick, Google Chromecast, Roku and Apple TV to name but a few.
These devices have the capability of collecting data on what users are watching and therefore are able to deliver
targeted messages to their audience. Although the main TV manufacturers are currently reluctant to open up
their platforms to much advertising for fear of alienating their consumers, this is a growing channel and should
be monitored closely for developments in the future.
Virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR)
Although virtual reality (VR) is a relatively old technology it has recently seen a revival due to improved
hardware capabilities and availability. Although still predominantly limited to games, many developers are also
building applications for use in a variety of industries from training medical students to perform operations to
military training exercises. If the current revival in VR continues then this will be one to watch for the future.
Augmented reality (AR) had arguably an even bigger potential reach as the hardware already exists in most
people’s pockets; their smartphones. AR consists of layers of virtual information that can be shown over a live
camera feed via a smartphone or tablet. This can be used to present the user with a variety of information both
visual and textual given in the context of what they are looking at through their camera. Information is usually
triggered via some kind of visual input into the camera, for example a barcode or pattern. The software then
runs the layered information on the user’s display depending upon which pattern or barcode has been viewed.
The applications for AR are vast as it does not rely on bulky headsets and powerful computer systems. A few
examples include virtual dressing rooms where clothes are superimposed over a customer’s body, make-up
testers where the user can see the effect of wearing a certain type of make-up without actually applying it,
home furniture which can be ‘viewed’ in your house to see if it fits, food products so the user can see detailed
nutritional information and museums where detailed information and history can be displayed by scanning an
exhibit.
Cross-platform compatibility
As the number of digital channels and platforms continues to increase, so does the need to ensure that the
different platforms used for digital marketing all communicate with each other effectively. It is very unlikely
that the digital marketer will use only one platform to deliver their message to their audience. This will mean
both using different software platforms and different hardware platforms as users access content across a
range of devices. From their email to the web to social networks and across smartphones, tablets and laptops,
consumers expect a seamless flow of information and functionality. As such, it is crucial that the message
or marketing communications remains clear, consistent and easy to use to keep the customers’ interest and
attention. For example, research shows that around 66% of consumers who see an advert they are interested
in on TV will then use their smartphone to research the product. If TV is one of your channels then make sure
you have a mobile-friendly website ready for interested consumers to access. This form of integrated digital
marketing needs to be managed and planned carefully.
For software platforms there exist software solutions that help to integrate different applications such as email
clients and sales or account management software. Similarly, good planning can help to promote a consistent
flow of information across different hardware devices. Although there are companies that offer their services
to help organisations with cross-platform integrated marketing techniques, the key to all of this is research and
understanding your customer. Once more, try to determine which platforms, software and hardware your target
audience will be using and plan accordingly. Then monitor your customer’s journey and be prepared to react
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quickly to any information bottlenecks or problems that disrupts the user experience. This integrated approach
understands that modern users are engaged across several screens and devices, and minimising the disconnect
they experience when switching from one to another, will ensure maximum engagement with the brand or
product and a much higher likelihood of a purchase.
Large data volumes
Just a couple of decades ago organisations would have segmented customers using very limited characteristics
such as age group, gender, ethnicity and other standard demographic information. Today, marketers have an
incredible range of data at their disposal allowing greater sub-division of segments to more accurately target
specific groups of customers. Often referred to as ‘big data’, the large volume of data available to the modern
marketer has obvious benefits to marketing activities but also significant risks.
Big data can help marketers get a much clearer picture of their customers allowing them to make any
necessary changes to their products or marketing activities to better engage with them and satisfy their needs.
This has been made possible by the increasing number of software tools that can break down user data into
meaningful information. In particular, the growth of cloud-based applications means that practically all of a
user’s interactions online can be used to gather important information about them. This means that the marketer
can make use of that data to deliver the right message to the right person at the right time.
There are some important challenges that arise as a result of having such large data volumes to work with
however. The first point is perhaps the least important and that is regarding physical storage. All of the data
that can be collected on potential customers needs to be stored somewhere and physical storage systems have
limited capacities. With the introduction of cloud storage and improving technologies this is not as much of a
problem as it might seem. Data storage can cost the organisation but with improving and cheaper technologies
the costs should remain roughly the same even with the increase in storage required.
The second challenge is perhaps more pertinent to the marketer. With so much data available what should
the marketer focus on to adapt and refine their message? The scope of data that can be collected is often difficult
to believe. For example, Facebook is well known for collecting data on its users in terms of their likes, shares,
downloaded apps and so on. But Facebook also collects information about keyboard typing patterns which
helps it discern the mood and emotions of its users to a surprisingly accurate degree. More than 50,000 personal
characteristics in total are collected by Facebook on each of its users ranging from emotional stability to job
satisfaction. This is then used to promote highly personalised and specific ads to those who use the platform.
The average marketer will not have this much information to be concerned about but the potential is there to
collect huge amounts of data on your customers. Decisions must be made as to what are the most important
characteristics to look for in your customers.
The final major challenge of having so much data available on your customers is that of an ethical
consideration. We will look at this in more detail in the next section but the modern marketer should be aware
that with so much personal data at their disposal it can be far easier to cross an ethical line regarding its use. At
what point does personal become too personal? The organisation and marketing department as a whole should
have clear guidelines and strategies on the use of customer data to ensure that their privacy is protected as well
as to protect the organisation from potential legal issues arising from the use of that data.
Cyber security
This refers to the protection of the physical computer systems that organisations use, as well as the software and
information stored and transferred on those systems. With the increase in the use of the Internet and the number
of people giving their personal information and details online, this has become an increasingly important area
for organisations to be aware of. Online criminal activity including identity fraud increases yearly and many
commercial, government and political entities have lost data on hundreds of millions of customers often with
very public consequences. This can lead to a loss of confidence in those organisations and a fall in revenue
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and ultimately profit. The targets of data hackers can range from public and private sector organisations across
many different industries and all organisations who deal with internet-enabled computer systems need to
implement measures to secure their data and physical infrastructure.
Although the marketer will not be directly responsible for the security of the physical computer systems
the organisation uses, it is important for them to be aware of the issues around cyber security. Cyber security
includes protecting against accidental malpractice and data loss, and the marketing and IT teams of the
organisation should work together to ensure that suitable policies and countermeasures are in place to minimise
any internal and external issues there may be. Example countermeasures might be HTTPS encryption on your
website, audit trails so any online activity can be tracked, user account access controls, firewalls and malware
detectors as well as end user training on the acceptable and appropriate use of network-enabled computer
systems.

Examination Tip
It can often be easy to forget about the challenges of digital marketing when planning and
designing campaigns. Think about the challenges you might face in your own organisation or in
a company that you know well. Thinking about these challenges can help to prepare you for the
extended answer questions when you are given some information regarding a business and the
context within which they are operating.

Case Study 5.1

The rapid change of social networks

Do you remember Friendster and Vine? What about Xanga or Orkut? The number of social
networking sites that succeed is far outnumbered by those that have failed. Even those that were
once seen as essential and highly popular can easily be eclipsed by the next exciting, new tool or
site that everyone uses instead.
Even the big companies can get things very wrong. ITunes Ping was supposed to be Apple’s
answer to a music-based Facebook. However, poor integration with other social networks and
too much censorship on the users’ experience led to it being discontinued in September 2012.
Google launched Orkut, its first venture into social networking, in 2004 shortly after Facebook was
introduced. However, the network was too slow for many people, profiles were not searchable
online and there was no social sharing facility which led to it eventually being shut down in
2014 after years of being unused to any significant degree. Where the big companies have been
successful has been through the acquisitions of other social networking sites and intellectual
property associated with those sites. Facebook has acquired more than 70 companies including
the popular WhatsApp and has legally taken ownership of technical intellectual property
previously owned by Friendster, mentioned at the beginning of this case study. Google leads
the way in mergers and acquisitions with more than 200 over the past decade alone including
YouTube, which it bought for $1.65bn in 2006. However, even being owned by a big company
with large budgets is no guarantee of success.
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Here is a brief list of a few of history’s other forgotten social networks and why they failed:
Friends Reunited – launched June 2000, closed down February 2016. One of the most popular
social networking sites of the early 2000s, Friends Reunited aimed to reconnect people who had
past links through the same school, work, hometown and so on. After being bought by ITV in
2005, it was heavily criticised for its expensive revenue model, out-of-date features and failure to
adapt to changing attitudes. It was sold at a reduced price and relaunched in 2012 but by then
other social networking platforms were doing the same thing and more, therefore providing an
up-to-date experience for a group of people that had simply moved on from trying to contact old
school friends. It was eventually shut down in 2016.
Eons.com – launched 2006, inactive as of May 2012. A good example of where marketing has
gone wrong, Eons.com was launched with the backing of several major venture capitalists. It
was designed as a music site for the older generations and was exclusive to the over 50s. This
‘lifestage’ social networking targeted people purely by age and not by the content they enjoyed.
As such, many users felt stereotyped and patronised, and with such a small target market (those
over 50 and familiar with social networks) its user base dropped considerably in a few years and
has been inactive since 2012.
Xanga – launched April 1999, currently in ‘relaunch’ for Xanga 2.0. Xanga is one of the oldest
social networking and blogging sites, which at the time was very advanced allowing users to set
up a profile, post pictures, audio and blog. However, as technologies improved in the 2000s, other
more innovative blogging sites such as MySpace were launched and, although still in existence,
its user base has been in decline since 2007 as a result of its failure to innovate and keep up with
the competition.
Digg – launched December 2004, still active but scarcely used. Another site that is technically
not dead but practically speaking has had its day, Digg was a social news aggregator where users
put together their own collections of news stories and events that interested them and shared
them for others to follow. It was supposed to be a democratic alternative to mainstream news
where anyone could submit a story and then anyone else could vote it up or down. However, it
was too easy to gain a lot of ‘friends’ purely for the purposes of up voting a story and so it fell into
the hands of a minority of super users who controlled the content. Also, with unclear content
categories, buggy coding and a lack of interactive content it has fallen into decline with only a
very small user base remaining.
The lesson for the marketer here is to make sure you understand the social network landscape
and keep an eye on those social networks that your audience is using. They may be here today
but tomorrow they could be gone.

5.2

Legal and ethical issues affecting digital marketing activities

In addition to the technological challenges facing digital marketers, there are a number of legal and ethical
issues that also need to be addressed. Many of these are true of any marketing activity but the growth of digital
systems and personal information and activities online has made it even more relevant to the digital marketer.
Below we discuss some of the most important legal and ethical issues.
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Legal Issues
There are a number of legal issues that affect the digital marketer but three of the most important to address are
data protection, intellectual property and advertising.
Data protection and privacy
Data protection and privacy covers the rights of individuals to avoid intrusion into their personal lives by third
parties. This has become much more of a concern amongst consumers in recent years with cases of online
identity fraud increasing dramatically. Consumers voluntarily give all kinds of information online from bank
details, addresses, names of family members and loved ones, medical records, education, income and so on.
They also inadvertently give behavioural information such as purchase decisions, hobbies and interests, type of
computer used, browser preference and so on simply through their normal online activities.
Data protection and privacy laws differ around the world but will generally have a number of similar features.
Below is listed eight general principles that are common to many data protection and privacy laws around the
world which state that personal data should be:
•

fairly and lawfully processed – This covers consent and the right of an individual to query how their
data is being used.

•

processed for limited purposes – This covers clarity from the organisation as to how the data is to be
used, how long data will be kept for and whether it will be shared with third parties.

•

adequate, relevant and not excessive – This states that the minimum amount of data needed by the
organisation should be requested from the customer.

•

accurate – This means data must be correctly formatted, consistent across multiple storage medium and
up to date.

•

not kept longer than necessary – This means that once the original purpose of the data collection has
been satisfied, data should be archived or deleted.

•

processed in accordance with the data subject’s rights – This means that the consumer’s rights should not
be infringed and the consumer has the right to request all information held on them by an organisation
at any time.

•

secure – This means that appropriate technical and organisational measures should be taken to ensure
that customer data is stored securely and not subject to accidental loss, damage or unlawful processing.

•

not transferred to other countries without adequate protection – This ensures that organisations cannot
bypass the laws in one country by simply transferring data to another which has a different set of rules.

This last point highlights one of the major issues with data protection and privacy law. Very few companies
operate in only one country and the laws on the use of personal data vary across the world. If data from
a consumer is captured online which country’s laws should be followed? Is it the country of origin of the
consumer or the organisation? Is it where the web hosting service is located or where the data is stored? There
is no clear cut answer and the challenge for the digital marketer here is not only to try to follow the law but
also to interpret it. Some areas of data protection and privacy law are untested and therefore very much open
to interpretation and with many of these guidelines given above it is usually possible to ask ‘where is the line?’
in terms of data protection and privacy laws. The digital marketer needs to tread a fine line between having
enough data to achieve their business and marketing objectives and making sure they stay well within the law
on the use of personal data and privacy protection.
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The key features of data protection
• It affects the collection, storage and processing of personal information obtained through online
data capture, online forms, tracking behaviour and web analytics.
• It includes email marketing, mobile and social media.
• It covers viral marketing and other activities encouraging the sharing of marketing messages
among consumers.
• It affects cookies and digital fingerprinting techniques used to personalise content and track
online activity.
• It affects any software installed on a user’s computer system as a means of tracking their activity
(malware).
• This means customer information must be stored securely and protected against unlawful access
or processing.

Intellectual property (IP)
Intellectual property rights (IPR) protects content, designs, innovations and systems. Copyright law can be
considered a part of IPR for some forms of creative work although legally there is some technical distinction
between the two. Intellectual property (IP) or copyright infringement could occur if, for example, significant
content from one organisation’s website is used on another organisation’s website. This is referred to as IP
misappropriation and may arise due to deliberate copying of content or through ignorance of the law.
IPR infringement may also occur if certain services or innovations are copied by organisations. Sophisticated
features on smartphones for example can have multiple patents protecting them from being copied by other
manufacturers. The ‘swipe to unlock’ patent row between Apple and other smartphone manufacturers ran
for years until it was eventually thrown out as Apple’s IP was deemed to not be specific enough to warrant
IP protection. However, many other seemingly background processes such as Amazon’s ‘one-click’ ordering
service or Intel’s autonomous driving system are examples of protected processes.
To a lesser extent, brand and trademark protection can fall into this category although once more there
is a technical distinction in terms of the law in most countries. Disputes involving domain names can arise
when organisations share very similar domains, for example, digitalmarketing.com and digitalmarketing.co.uk
especially if one organisation, usually the larger, claims they have some right to it. One of the most famous
cases of this was when an individual registered 21stcenturyfox.com. The film company 20th Century Fox had
registered multiple domain names before the turn of the century but failed to claim 21stcenturyfox.com before
it was bought by an individual presumably with the intention of selling it to the film corporation. They now
reside at 21CF.com instead.
Another form of trademark or brand infringement is when a company uses those trademarks or competitor
names in the coding for websites, to make them more prominent in search results, or in email marketing or
PPC advertising. Once again there are untested cases in this area and in many countries the legal position is
not clear cut.
The key features of intellectual property (IP)
• This refers to the protection of digital content including text, audio, graphics and video.
• Digital media is often protected using digital rights management (DRM).
• Software systems can also be covered by intellectual property rights.
• This can also cover the use of trademarks and brand names within website domain names,
online adverts and on-site content.
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Advertising
Most forms of online advertising are subject to the same laws that traditional advertising have to adhere to.
Arguably it is more difficult to enforce and police online advertising but the standards remain the same. One of
the biggest areas of contention is it must be clear to the consumer that online advertising is in fact advertising.
For example, email marketing must be identifiable as marketing messages without the need to open them,
online advertisements must be clearly labelled so as not to mislead the consumer and any claims made about the
organisation or their products must be fact based and not make false claims (for example, organisations are not
allowed to post positive reviews of their own products). This becomes an even bigger grey area when advertising
is incorporated into news, entertainment, social media and other online content. It can be unclear to the consumer
that this is a form of sponsored content rather than the factual information or other editorial content.
The key features of advertising
• Online advertising law is very similar to traditional advertising law.
• Protects against unfair or misleading advertising.
• Also protects against unsolicited communications or messages (spam).
• This also covers advertising causing offence such as viral marketing.

Ethical issues
As well as the legal issues affecting the digital marketer and their activities, it is also important to discuss the
ethical issues surrounding digital marketing. It is perfectly possible to perform marketing activities that are
technically legal but are seen to be unethical in some way. The marketer needs to guard against the consequence
of such actions as although they may be within the guidelines of the law, if unethical practices are unpopular,
then it can lead to customer dissatisfaction and a bad reputation for the organisation. This could in turn have
negative consequences in terms of number of customers and ultimately a decrease in revenue.
As marketers, we collect data from our consumers to understand how they interact with us and how best
to engage with them. If marketing activities lead to consumers refusing to interact with us at all then we have
failed in our task of satisfying them as customers. Fortunately, there are a number of straightforward measures
that can be easily put in place to guard against unethical use of data and consumer information.
Opt-in/opt-out procedures
As mentioned in Chapter 2, opt-in procedures allow individuals to choose whether they wish to receive
further email marketing from an organisation or not. This is often as a result of visiting an organisation’s
website or other online presence. Consumers are then also given the option of unsubscribing or opting out of
receiving those emails at any time usually via a link at the bottom of the email. Many countries have introduced
compulsory opt-in/opt-out laws and policies for organisations in an attempt to reduce unsolicited email or spam
(whose present day acronym stands for ‘sending persistent annoying email’).
Permissions
An extension of the opt-in/opt-out procedures, permission marketing refers to giving the consumer the choice as
to whether or not they receive any marketing at all. The argument for permission marketing is in part a rejection
of what has been termed ‘interruption marketing’. This is the idea that the consumer will be consuming content
of their choice, say a television programme or video on a website, and this will then be interrupted by some
form of marketing which is not their choice.
Marketing of this form is intrusive and does not lead to good customer engagement. Permission marketing
however improves the chances that the consumer will actively engage with the brand or product if they have
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stated a desire to receive marketing content in the first place. Supporters of permission marketing say that it leads
to better customer engagement, lower costs (as only those customers interested are targeted), high conversion
rates and better reputation for the organisation. Permission marketing tactics might include requests for ‘likes’
or ‘shares’ on social media, requests for consumers to subscribe to content, tick boxes asking if consumers
would like to receive marketing messages and registration procedures on websites where, through the process
of registration, the consumer has given permission to the organisation to receive marketing communications.
Appropriateness of digital communications
To gain the maximum impact, digital marketing communications should be sent through an appropriate
channel, in an appropriate format and with appropriate content. This includes all two way communications
and interactions between the consumer and the organisation. The digital marketer should consider what is
appropriate for their customers and provide a range of options to them as to how they consume information
from and then communicate with the organisation.
There are a number of points to consider to ensure that digital communications are appropriate. The first
of these is to make information easy to understand for the consumer. In very general terms this means that
marketing communications should not be too complex or overly technical (unless for example you are dealing
with specialists in a B2B market). They should be in an appropriate language and short sentences and phrases
should be used to provide the information in a clear and concise way. The digital marketer should also take into
account the level of technical expertise of the intended audience.
Secondly, information should be provided using a variety of different channels. This gives the consumer the
choice of how they access the information. For example, the information could be presented on a website with
adapted versions also available on social media or via email. If digital interactions are too difficult for your
customers, you should consider using traditional channels such as telephone or post to supplement your digital
marketing. This will ensure a high level of customer satisfaction and not alienate any of your market who may
not be as familiar with the technology. Customer service teams should also be available to explain any content
or answer any queries that customers may have.
In addition to using multiple channels, the digital marketer should make sure that any online content is
usable and accessible. This means catering for a variety of different displays on multiple devices and allowing
the user to easily adjust content, for example text font, size or colour, if they wish to. This can also include
adding accessibility features such as magnifying options for those with visual impairments. Correct use of the
alt text attribute in the design of the website can also improve accessibility. Alt text is an attribute generally
assigned to an image in a website so that it is displayed if an image cannot be found. Those who use text readers
to help them navigate around websites will then be able to understand what is being displayed even if the image
is not viewable.
There is no one set of rules for making online communications and content appropriate for everyone. The
key thing is to put yourself in your audience’s place and listen and adapt to any feedback, positive or negative,
that you get from your customers.
Tracking customer behaviour
Many people have heard the story about Target’s customer tracking technology; 25 products were identified
that, when purchased together, indicated to Target that women customers were likely to be pregnant. These
were products like unscented lotion and soap, and vitamin and mineral supplements. Target identified one
of these individuals and sent them coupons for baby clothes and associated baby products. The individual
in question was a 15 year old girl, still at high school, and her father complained to Target accusing them of
encouraging her to engage in activities not suitable for her age. A few days later the father had to apologise to
Target when his daughter confessed that she was indeed pregnant and due in a few months’ time. Although this
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story sounds as if it may have been made up, it does highlight the incredible sophistication and accuracy to
which customer behaviour has been tracked in recent years.
Originally companies would use cookies on websites to track behaviour but these don’t translate well to
mobile devices which are increasingly being used for online activity. Online users have also become much
more tech savvy and can install software to eliminate the effectiveness of website cookies. So now companies
use a variety of tools and algorithms across multiple channels to build up a picture of customer behaviour often
referred to as a ‘digital fingerprint’. This is without doubt a highly valuable resource for the digital marketer
but raises questions over the ethical implications of the marketer’s access and use of this data. This is a very
difficult question to address. How personal is too personal? Marketers and their organisations must carefully
consider the ethical implications of tracking customer behaviour to such a degree that may ultimately alienate
customers and give the organisation a bad reputation. The organisation should decide before engaging in online
activities what customer data is necessary and consistent with the company’s values and culture and at what
point there is an ethical line that should not be crossed. Organisations should act in a responsible and ethical
manner, and data from tracking online behaviour should only be used to the customer’s best interests.

Examination Tip
Specific legislation, regulations and codes of practice will not be assessed in the examination.
Assessment questions will instead focus on the general points made in Chapter 5. Specific laws
and issues relevant to your country can be mentioned in your answers but it must be in the
context of the general points made above to gain marks.

Case Study 5.2

GDPR and the automated advertising
industry

The European Union’s new privacy law, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), was
implemented on the 25th May 2018. This is a new regulation that seeks to improve transparency
in the use of personal data and increase the effectiveness of data protection. Businesses must
explain and obtain consent for new and existing customers whose data is stored within the
organisation’s computer systems. This has prompted hundreds of companies to send panic
emails to their customers asking for their renewed permission to be sent further messages and
to be kept on their mailing lists. Some US news sites such as the LA Times and Chicago Tribune
have shut off access to internet users in the EU citing ‘technical compliance’ issues. Many of these
firms simply don’t want to risk any consequences of breaking a new law that they don’t yet fully
understand.
Among those most heavily affected by the new privacy laws however are advertising technology
(ad tech) companies who use the wealth of personal data available to personalise and target
online advertising for users. Details such as sites visited, amount of time spent online, ratio of
visits to purchase decisions and so on are all combined to give users targeted and automated
online advertising whenever they browse the World Wide Web. This is how adverts for sites
visited weeks ago can suddenly appear as a banner advert on a completely unrelated site. Online
advertising in this form does not target specific products or websites, it targets people. GDPR has
accelerated the reaction against such levels of personalisation with many consumers already
turning to ad-blocking software to ensure their browsing experience is free from these targeted
and ‘relevant’ adverts.
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In practical terms, GDPR means that these ad-tech organisations must gain consent from
the individuals whose data they use. These are general online advertising organisations and
therefore do not have any direct relationship with the majority of consumers making this a very
difficult thing to obtain. As a result, many ad-tech organisations have left Europe altogether.
Others are waiting to see if GDPR makes a real difference. It is estimated that as many as twothirds of companies will fail to comply with the new rules by the time they are implemented.
Enforcing these rules will therefore be incredibly challenging but the European Union are already
working on another privacy law, the ePrivacy directive, which will make it even more difficult for
organisations to directly profit from personal data harvested online.

Chapter 5 Summary
What you have learned:
• Some of the challenges faced by digital marketers and how they impact on marketing
activities.
• Some of the legal and ethical issues faced by digital marketers and how they impact on
marketing activities.

Activities
5.1

Explain what is meant by the term ‘cross platform compatibility’ and state why it is important in digital
marketing.

...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
5.2

Circle the four mistakes in the following extract:
Data protection and privacy covers the rights of individuals to avoid intrusion into their personal lives
by third parties. Consumers can voluntarily give their information online and can voluntarily give
behavioural information that can be used by marketers. Data protection and privacy laws are the same
around the world. Some principles that are covered by the UKs Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO)
are that data should be fairly and lawfully processed. Data can also be processed for unlimited purposes
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by an organisation once it is captured and stored. Captured data should be accurate and consistent across
multiple storage medium and kept up to date. If data has been obtained legally then it can be kept as long
as possible by the organisation. Data should only be processed in accordance with the data subject’s rights.

Practice questions
5.1

Explain two impacts of cyber security on the marketing activities of an organisation when setting up a
new website for its customers and describe actions that can be taken against them.
(6)
Impact 1

...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
Action 1
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
Impact 2
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
Action 2
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
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...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
5.2

A organisation wants to set up an automated mailing list so that visitors to their website will be sent
updated information about its products. It also wants to track their activity on the website and send
relevant information to them from the organisation’s partners.
Describe two ethical issues that the organisation should take into consideration.
(4)
Issue 1

...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
Issue 2
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................

APPENDIX 1
GLOSSARY OF
DIGITAL MARKETING
TERMINOLOGY
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A
Aggregator (data) – Tools that can collect, collate and analyse data from a wide variety of sources presenting

summaries that can be used in further statistical analysis.

Asymmetric information – This is where one party of an economic transaction has greater knowledge than

the other party regarding that transaction.

Augmented product – The additional service or benefit that a customer receives with their purchase.
Augmented reality (AR) – Technology that superimposes a computer-generated image over a live image from

a camera, for example on a smartphone, giving a composite view to the user.

B
Banner adverts – A form of advertising on the World Wide Web which embeds an advertisement into a

website.

Big data – Very large data sets that can be analysed, often using automated algorithms, to reveal patterns and

trends for example in customer buying behaviour.

Blog – Short for weblog, a discussion style entry published on the World Wide Web.
Bounce backs – This is a measure of how many email messages are sent back to your account after the failure

to deliver an email that you have sent.

Bounce rate – This is the percentage of single-page visits out of total visits without any other clicks on that

page.

Brand blogging – Using a blog to promote a particular brand or product.
Business-to-Business (B2B) – A market where the exchange of products and services is between companies

or commercial organisations.

Business-to-Consumer (B2C) – A market where goods or services are marketed directly to individual

customers or end-users.

C
Chatbot – An automated piece of software that helps to engage with customers on your website by interacting

with them in a conversational manner.

Click-through rate (CTR) – This is the proportion of visitors who click on a specific link, for example an

advert, to access a website.

Cloud-based technology – Digital tools and platforms that make use of the Internet and associated web based

technologies.

Co-branded email – An email sent from a partner or affiliate of a brand or organisation that a consumer

already has some connection with.

Cold email – Unsolicited email marketing.
Conversion email – An email designed to encourage a consumer to make a purchasing decision.
Cookies – A small piece of data sent from a website and stored on a user’s computer in order to remember

information the user has submitted on that website.

Core product – The main goods or service that are sold to fulfil a customer’s needs.
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Cyber security – The protection of the physical computer systems that organisations use, as well as the

software and information stored and transferred on those systems.

D
Daily active users (DAU) – This measures how many unique visitors visit the website daily. This can be used

as a measure of stickiness or popularity.

Dashboards – Dynamic, visual reports which provide at-a-glance views of metrics and key performance

indicators (KPIs) relevant to an organisation’s objectives.

Digital marketing – The use of digital technologies to market products and services.
Download rates – This is the proportion of visitors who download a specific file from a website.
Dwell time – This is the length of time that a visitor spends on a page before returning to the search engine

results page or performing another action on the site. This can be used as a measure of stickiness.

E
Email sequencing – An automated sequence of emails sent to customers after a pre-set time or as a result of

certain events.

Emoticons – Small graphics usually inserted into social media messages to indicate the mood or temperament

of the user.

Event triggered emails – Automated emails sent to customers as a result of certain events or behaviour.
Exit rate – This is the percentage of visits to an individual page where that page is the final interaction that

visitor makes.

F
Firewall – A piece of software or hardware designed to protect a network or computer system from unauthorised

access.

Followers – Someone who follows your organisation or marketing communications. A follower could be a

customer or simply someone who is interested in finding out what an organisation has to say.

G
H
Hashtags – Hashtags are prefixes to words or phrases used to improve searchability on social media networks

or to join or start a conversation, for example #digitalmarketing.

Hit rate – A ‘hit’ occurs when a file is requested from a web server. As single web pages usually consist of

multiple files, for example text, images and audio, to name but a few, one-page views can receive multiple
hits so the hit rate on its own can be misleading.

I
Influencer marketing – Using well-liked or respected individuals or groups to promote your goods and

services online.
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Intellectual property (IP) – This is intangible property such as ideas, creative works, copyrights, patents and

trademarks.

JKL
M
Malware – A contraction of ‘malicious software’, this software is designed to disrupt, damage or gain

unauthorised access to a computer system or network.

Management information system (MIS) – Software that allows for the storage, sorting and retrieval of sales

and marketing related data.

Market – Any place, physical or virtual, where buyers and sellers meet and interact to demand or supply goods

and services.

Market reach – The number of customers that are targeted by marketing and the level of precision or detail

with which they are selected.

Marketing objectives – The actions and results of the marketing department to help an organisation to

achieve its organisational goals.

Mass customisation – A marketing approach made possible by digital technologies where a large number of

customers can be targeted but using personalised or tailored marketing messages.

Mass marketing – When as many customers as possible are targeted with a single marketing campaign,

strategy or message.

Metric – A quantifiable measure that can be used to assess and analyse a specific process.
Monthly active users (MAU) – This measures the number of unique visitors in a 30-day period. This can be

used as a measure of stickiness or popularity.

N
Niche marketing – When a small segment of customers are targeted with a highly specific or tailored

marketing campaign, strategy or message.

O
Online public relations (OPR) – Generating positive opinions and news about an organisation online to

encourage positive word of mouth.

Open rates – This is a measure of how many people open an email as a percentage of those on a mailing list.
Opt-in/opt-out email – Email marketing that a consumer has chosen to receive and has the ability to remove

themselves from at any time.

Organic search marketing – Search engine results that have not been paid for.
Organisational goals – Top-level, strategic objectives which form guidelines for the day-to-day operation of

the rest of the company.

P
Pages per visit (PPV) – This measures how many pages a visitor views on a website during one visit.
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Paid search marketing/pay-per-click (PPC) – Search engine results that have been paid for.
Podcasts – Audio files, released periodically, that can be subscribed to and which give news and information

to consumers.

Primary data – Data that is collected first hand by the marketer or researcher themselves.
Pull marketing – A form of marketing tactic where the consumer is proactive in seeking a solution to their

needs and problems.

Push marketing – A form of marketing tactic where the communication or message is delivered directly to

the consumer from the organisation.

Q
Qualitative data – Data that can be described using words, for example eye colour.
Quantitative data – Data that can be described using numbers, for example the number of children in a

family.

R
Read rate – This measures the number of emails marked as read out of all the emails sent.
Return on investment (ROI) – This is the gains from investment as a proportion of the cost of investment.
Rich site summary (RSS) feeds – A type of data format that allows users to access updates to online content

quickly and conveniently.

S
Search engine optimisation (SEO) – Creating and editing a website to make it more visible to search engines.
Secondary data – Data that has already been collected by a third party.
Shares – The number of times a page or comment is shared with other people.
Smart TV – Also referred to as ‘connected TVs’ these are televisions with integrated web and internet

connectivity.

Social media endorsements – Using well known and popular celebrities to promote or endorse brand or

products on social media.

Spam – Modern day acronym for ‘sending persistent annoying email’.
Stickiness – Measures information about a visitor’s interest in your site. There are several different ways to

measure stickiness.

T
Time of day – This records the time of day that a site is accessed.
Times opened – This shows the time when an email has been opened by a recipient.
Top page views – This records the number of views by page ranking the highest first.
Trusted feeds – Similar to paid search marketing to improve search engine ranking but where you only pay if

there is actual traffic to your website as a result.
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U
Unique visitors – A visitor is identified as unique through a combination of their computer and browser and

a cookie is used to record their activity on a website over a defined time period (this could be days, weeks
or even months).

Unsubscribes – This measures when a user on your mailing list declines to receive further email communi-

cations from you.

V
Views – The number of times a social media page has been viewed.
Viral marketing – Using network oriented technologies to increase brand or product awareness through a

self-replicating process.

Virtual reality (VR) – A computer generated simulation of a three dimensional environment that a user can

interact with usually via a headset and hand held motion sensors.

Visitor origin (country/region) – This is a record of where the visitor is accessing the website from usually

recorded via the visitor’s IP address.

Visits (total) – This refers to the total number of visits by unique users in a given time. One visit can constitute

a single page view or hundreds and the visit is considered over when there has been no activity for a set
amount of time, for example 30 minutes.

Vlog – A video weblog.

W
Web analytics – Defined by the Digital Analytics association as ‘the measurement, collection, analysis and

reporting of internet data for the purposes of understanding and optimising web usage’.

Widgets – Small, standalone applications that can be built in to a website that allow a user to perform a

specialised function.

XYZ
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Chapter 1 – Understanding digital marketing
Answers to activities
1.1

Five characteristics of digital marketing are:
1) Takes place in real-time
2) Fast-paced
3) Inexpensive
4) Geographically independent
5) Automation of processes

1.2

1.3

Due to the subjectivity of the question and the justifications that can be made for the wide variety of
answers possible, the answers as suggested by the content in the coursebook are as follows:
Marketing objective

Organisational goals

MARKET ENTRY

International expansion
Market share

INCREASE WEBSITE TRAFFIC

Greater sales
Customer service

ENCOURAGE DIGITAL ENGAGEMENT

Reduced costs
Customer service
Customer loyalty

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Greater sales
Customer service

BRAND AWARENESS

Greater sales
Reputation
Customer loyalty

DEVELOP EXISTING CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIPS

Customer loyalty
Greater sales

SALES REVENUE GROWTH

Profitability
Shareholder return
Market share

PRODUCT DIFFERENTIATION

Greater sales
Market share

ATTRACT NEW CUSTOMERS

Market share
Greater sales

The six factors which should be considered when analysing the digital marketing environment should be:
1) Technology
2) Time
3) Budget
4) Product
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5) Target market
6) In-houses resources
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Answers to practice questions
1.1

(a) (D) Mass marketing
(b) This is a Business-to-Business (B2B) market type.

1.2

Two trends that have increased the growth and adoption of digital technologies could be the following:
1) Social factors where incomes in developing countries have increased and so technology has become
more affordable.
2) Access and usage of the Internet where the demand for information has increased leading to an
increased use of technology/search.

Chapter 2 – Digital information, media, channels and devices
Answers to activities
2.1

Five sources of digital information for customers could be any from the following:
•

Customer reviews

•

Social media
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•

Comparison websites

•

Company websites

•

Statistics sites

•

E-journals

•

Web crawlers

•

Quality scores

The unscrambled words are:
PDAI ERHCSA SAD

Paid search ads

ELWTSESRNET

Newsletters

ESUR SVIWEER

User reviews

LOBSG

Blogs

RAVLI GARITEMKN

Viral marketing

E LAMI LISST

Email lists

LOSIAC MADIE

Social media

EBARNN ASD

Banner ads

PHPONRSISSSO

Sponsorships
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Answers to practice questions
2.1

2.2

Two examples of earned media in digital marketing can be any two from the following:
•

Viral marketing

•

Social media conversations

•

Blogs/vlogs

•

User-generated reviews

Two factors to consider when selecting an appropriate digital marketing channel could be:
1) Accessibility of information. If consumers are more likely to be accessing information on their
smartphones then social media might be more appropriate than a website.
2) Speed of communication. If a consumer requires information/feedback quickly then event triggered
emails might more appropriate than a newsletter.

2.3

Two ways an organisation could make use of automated email marketing to communicate with customers
before and after they have purchased a product from the organisation’s website, could be:
1) Event triggered emails that could be sent to a consumer asking if they would like to opt-in to receive
information on a product they are interested in.
2) Email sequencing could be used to send an email to a customer five days after their purchase to ask if
they need any help or support with the product.

Chapter 3 – Digital marketing and the marketing mix
Answers to activities
3.1

Three factors to consider when collecting quantitative data could be any from the following:
Marketing activity

Element of the marketing mix (the 4Ps)

Offering digital information and transaction
services to existing customers

PRODUCT/PRICE/PROMOTION/PLACE

Merchandising and sponsorship

PRODUCT/PRICE/PROMOTION/PLACE

Disintermediation

PRODUCT/PRICE/PROMOTION/PLACE

Subscriptions

PRODUCT/PRICE/PROMOTION/PLACE

Syndication

PRODUCT/PRICE/PROMOTION/PLACE

Location based marketing

PRODUCT/PRICE/PROMOTION/PLACE

3.2
PRIMARY DATA

Example: focus groups
Interviews, mystery shoppers, questionnaires, social media

SECONDARY
DATA

Newspapers, market reports, company accounts, data companies, official
statistics
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Answers to practice questions
3.1

1 mark will be given for each descriptive point (provided they are different) and an additional mark for
an explanation, up to a maximum of 4 marks. For example:
•

Product (1) as the organisation could also supply a digital user manual/specification guide for each
car sold to its customers (1)

•

Price (1) as the organisation could offer a lower price for customers ordering cars or car parts online
(1)

•

Promotion (1) online exhibitions could be set up allowing potential customers to look at 3D models
of cars available (1)

•

Place (1) intermediation/syndication could be used to set up information and adverts on third party
websites such as classic car enthusiasts’ sites or discussion forums (1)

Any other acceptable answers will be awarded (see Section 3.1, Digital Marketing and the Marketing
Mix).
3.2

Push marketing tactic
Social media advertising as younger adults and teenagers are more likely to see advertising on social
media, thereby increasing visibility of the new product line to the target audience.
Pull marketing tactic
Blogs and vlogs to increase word of mouth of a new product line and make it popular with the target
market.

Chapter 4 – Digital marketing analytics
Answers to activities
4.1

4.2

The advantages and disadvantages of conducting an online survey rather than a face-to-face survey could
be any of the following:
Advantages

Disadvantages

• much cheaper than non-digital equivalent
• can record customer satisfaction
• can record demographic data.

• less control over responses and may be
errors as a result
• sample may be bias, for example if only
unhappy customers are willing to complete
online surveys.

The 11 words to be found are:
Website metrics

Email metrics

Social media metrics

• hit rate
• bounce rate
• unique visitors

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

open rate
unsubscribes
bounce backs
read rate

shares
followers
hashtag uses
views
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Answers to practice questions
4.1

Two ways keyword search could help an organisation to conduct market research into a new market
could be:
It could help the organisation to find out about competitor activity by finding what keywords they use in
search engine results.
It could help the organisation to find out about consumer buying behaviour by finding what keywords
they use when searching for products in this market.

4.2

(a) The percentage change in unique visitors = (35200-22000) / 22000 = 0.6 = 60% (increase)
The percentage change in pages per visit = (3 – 6) / 3 = -0.5 = -50% (decrease)
Therefore, although the number of visitors has increased, customer engagement (measured by PPV) has
decreased.
(b) Email open rates have increased so they may be following a link to the website increasing the number
of unique visitors but once they are on the website they are viewing fewer pages so perhaps the email
message is only relevant to a small number of pages on the website.
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Chapter 5 – Challenges, legal and ethical considerations in
digital marketing
Answers to activities
5.1

Cross platform compatibility refers to the transfer of data and information between different hardware
and software platforms without loss of clarity, meaning or consistency. It is important because consumers
expect a seamless flow of information and functionality between different devices to keep their interest
and attention.

5.2

Data protection and privacy covers the rights of individuals to avoid intrusion into their personal lives
by third parties. Consumers can voluntarily give their information online and can voluntarily give
behavioural information that can be used by marketers. Data protection and privacy laws are the same
around the world. Some principles that are covered by the UKs Information Commissioner’s Office
(ICO) are that data should be fairly and lawfully processed. Data can also be processed for unlimited
purposes by an organisation once it is captured and stored. Captured data should be accurate and
consistent across multiple storage medium and kept up to date. If data has been obtained legally then it
can be kept as long as possible by the organisation. Data should only be processed in accordance
with the data subject’s rights.

Answers to practice questions
5.1

Two impacts and actions could be:
Impact 1 – Physical computer systems and the data stored on them need to be protected from hacking
as the increased use of the Internet means that organisations have much more customer data stored that
needs protecting.
Action 1 – One possible countermeasure against hacking could be to install a firewall and malware
detector on the computer systems.
Impact 2 – Online criminal activity including identity fraud has increased. This is because more and
more people are giving their personal details online.
Action 2 – One possible countermeasure against this could be to set up user account access controls and
advise customers to use strong passwords for their accounts.

5.2

Two ethical issues could be:
1) Customers may not want unsolicited email/spam sent to them so organisations should give them the
choice to opt-in/opt-out to the mailing list.
2) Organisations should be aware of the ethical implications of tracking a customer’s behaviour online
as this could be intrusive so the organisation should only collect the minimum amount of customer data
necessary.

